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Abstract 

General n-pomt formulae for dJfference operators and their errors are denved in terms of 

elementary symmetnc functions. These are used to denve high-order, compact and par

allehsable fimte difference schemes fur the decay-advection-dJffusion and linear damped 

Korteweg-de Vnes equations. Stability calculatIOns are presented and the speed and ac

curacy of the schemes is compared to that of other finite dJfference methods in common 

use. AppendJces contain useful tables of illfference operators and errors and present a sta

bility proof for quadratic inequalities. For completeness, the appendices conclude with the 

standard Thomas method for solving tri-dJagonal systems. 
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Preface 

Many partIal dlfferential equations (POEs) ill common use do not have solutions in 'closed 

form', that IS to say they do not have solutions that can be expressed III terms of well known, 

and simple to calculate, functIOns Often no analytIcal solutIOns are known or perhaps are 

known only ill certain cases, e g. with tnvial imtial and boundary conditIOns For these 

reasons numencal methods are used in all illdustnes throughout the world for modelhng all 

manners of problems. 

Any properly constructed and well-posed POE that models physical processes WIll have 

solutions (after all, nature finds them) so the problem lies WIth how to extract these solu

tions, and moreover how to extract them in a reasonable tIme and to a high accuracy It 

IS a testament to the attractive propertIes of finite dIfference schemes (their ease of denva

tlOnl solution and their generally acceptable stablhty properties) that the Crank & Nicolson 

(1947) method is still ill use today, more than fifty years after its pubhcatlOn Refinements 

have of course been made. Crandall (1955) presented a hlgh-order method and McKee & 

Mltchell (1970) used alternating dlrection ImpliCIt (ADI) methods to simphfy solution in 

higher dinlCnsions. More recently Smith (1999) introduced a method for denvmg lugh or

der swemes that IS well suited to parallel solution in higher dimenSIOns and forms the basIS 

of this work. Smith & Bowen (2003) extend a one-dimensional (10) case to non-constant 

coeffiCIents and demonstrate non-tnvial boundary condltions. 

Designing numerical schemes is often considered an art in Itself, due to the apparent 

abundance ill chOIce of how to go about such a task. However, WIth certain constraints, such 

iv 



PREFACE 

as locally ensuring a scheme IS accurate and forcing a parallelIsable ADI structure in higher 

rumenslOns, the schemes presented here almost design themselves such that the derivatIOn 

for any scheme follows essentially the same straightforward steps The basIC approach is 

that schemes are denved by calculatmg weights of dIfference operators, arranged m such a 

way that m Ingher dimensions a parallel solution is possIble. By matching expanslOns (m 

denvatives of the spatial rumensions) over an exact time-stepped framework, the scheme 18 

tuned to a hIgh order It is the cancellation of error terms that provides hIgher accuracy than 

that given by the term by term replacement used in trarutional finite rufference methods. 

A compact module With three points in each spatial dimension results in a solution that 

mvolves solvmg tri-ruagonal systelllS Whether these systems are solved III senal or parallel, 

the improvement m speed by solutIOn of tri-diagonal systelllS over laborious matnx inversIOn 

or relaxatlOn methods is clear 

Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the methods used, covering all areas from desIgn

ing a ID scheme for the decay-advection-dllfusion equation to assessing its stabIlIty critena 

and interpreting the accuracy of schemes in terms of Its wave properties. Comparisons are 

made with several finite dIfference schemes mcluding the classIC Crank & Nlcolson (1947) 

method. 

In chapter 2 an exphCIt formula for n-pomt dIfference operators is denved in terlllS of 

elementary symmetric functIons. The derivation culmmates in a recurrence formula that 

gives the errors between the dlfference operators and their corresponrung denvatlves. TIns 

chapter has been accepted for pubhcatIOn (Bowen & Smith 2005a). For n = 1,. ,5 a 

table of difference operators is presented in appendix A and their corresponrung errors m 

appendIx B 

Chapter 3 contains the denvation of a high-order scheme for the lmear damped Korteweg

de Vnes (KdV) equatIon. The stark demonstration of tins chapter IS that a two tune-level 

module With three points in the spatial dunension can be used to model the effects of a 

tlurd denvative term, wluch would reqUIre a mmimmn of four pomts to model rurectly. ThIS 

v 



PREFACE 

chapter has been subIllltted for publIcation (Smith & Bowen 2005). 

The method is expanded to hIgher dimenslOns m chapter 4 where a numencal scheme 

for the three-rumensional (3D) advection-drlfuslOn equation 18 denved This chapter demon

strates the use of ADI methods that allow the solution to be splIt into stages (one for each 

spatial dimension), each containing tri-diagonal systelllS that may be solved in parallel over 

the remaining dimensIons. The results are compared to various methods includmg that of 

McKee, Wall & WIlson (1996). This chapter has been submitted for publicatlOn (Bowen & 

Smith 2005b). 

Chapter 5 concludes th18 work and detruls more areas to be explored The remaining 

appendices C and D proVlde, respectIvely, stability proofs and the Thomas algorithm for 

solVlUg tri-diagonal systelllS. 

vi 



~ Jl ____________________________________ ~ 

ID decay-advection-diffusion equation 

1.1 Introduction 

ThIS chapter provides a basIC introduction to the methods used throughout thIs work. A 

high-order numencal scheme for the ID decay-advectlOn-dllfusion equation is derived, along 

with stablhty conditIOns. Wave properties of the resulting scheme are mterpreted and the 

scheme is compared to O-methods, includmg the popular Crank & Nicolson (1947) method 

In operator notation, the ID decay-advection-d1ffuslon equation WIth tlIDe-dependent 

coeffiCients, is 

8t c(x, t) + L(t)c(x, t) = q(x, t), (l.la) 

where the operator 

L(t) = >.(t) + u(t)8z - K(t)8;. (lIb) 

This is a linear parabohc PDE WIth one dependent variable, c, and two independent 

vanables, x and t An application of this PDE is m modelling the dispersIOn of a pollutant 

m an estuary. Then c denotes the concentration of the pollutant, >. Its decay rate, u 

represents Its velOCIty (as earned by the flow), K its diffusion and q represents forClllg The 

dimensional scales t denotes time and x denotes space, I e. the positIOn along the estuary 

There are several extensions that can be made, many of which are explored in later 

chapters. For example, a tlurd order derivative is accounted for, wlnlst retaining a compact 

scheme, III the denvation for the linear damped Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation in 

1 



1.2 Difference operators and errors 

chapter 3 and chapter 4 extends the decay-advection-dIffusion scheme to three dimensions 

on a movmg grid, wlnlst retaimng a structure smtable for fast solutIOn. 

1.2 Difference operators and errors 

To introduce the methodology mvolved m derivmg the schemes, the structure of the nu

merical scheme is first conSIdered after winch the exact problem is moulded mto a form 

smtable to tune the numencal scheme to as high an order as possIble. Finite difference 

methods mvolve discretlsing the PDE mto a local module over the spatIal and temporal 

dImensions, resulting in a system of, typically implicit, equations to solve. The precise SIze 

of this module dIctates the maximum order of accuracy that can be obtamed, as well as 

affectmg the scheme's stabihty and the method/speed of solution. That does not, however, 

imply that a larger module gives a more accurate scheme; in fact the schemes derived here 

improve upon tradItional methods usmg a compact module of three points in each spatial 

dimension, over two time-levels, so for this ID example the module IS said to be of size 

3 x 2. FigIITe 11 shows such a module on a regular gnd (with constant grid spacing L\.x), 

although the schemes denved allow for arbitrary spacing along each dImension. 

t 

1
8 ----e ---8 

At I I I 

8---8---9 
x 

FIgIITe 1.1 A 3 x 2 (3 spatial points, 2 time-levels) local module with constant spaclng 

Such a module size offers room for dramatic lffiprovements (see the results m §1 6) over 

2 



1.2 Difference operators and errors 

standard methods by better use of the available degrees of freedom, as well as retamIDg 

good stabIlity criteria and a fast solution time (by solving tri-dIagonal systems). There 

is, however, no need to restrict modules to this sIze as the tools derived in chapter 2 are 

applicable to any number of points. 

A general dIscretlsatIon, WIth zero forcmg, can Immediately be wntten as 

3 3 

L a,G (X., tft+l) = L b,G (X" tft) (1.2) 
t=l 1=1 

with non-zero undetermined coefficients a. and b. providing weIghts to the discrete concen-

tratlOn G(X., tft) evaluated at three pomts XI, X2 and X3 at each of the two tIme-levels n 

and n + 1. TradItIOnal finite dIfference methods such as Crank & Nicolson (1947) involve 

term by term dIscretisatlOn of (lla,b), yielding the coefficIents a, and b •. The method used 

here calculates the coefficients by insistence that the numerical dIscretisation models the 

operator L to as a lugh a degree as pOSSIble given the avrulable degrees of freedom. WIth 

six coefficients a, and b. there are five degrees of freedom, smce dividmg (1.2) by e g. at 

and relabelling gives the same choice of schemes Five degrees of freedom will lead to the 

scheme matching from the Identity to fourth order with errors arismg at mmimum fifth 

order. 

Smith (2000) derives schemes in terms of dIfference operators acting on the module 

instead of by dIrect consideratIOn of the discrete pomts in (1.2) The two approaches result 

in identical schemes but the dIfference operator notation IS more succinct and is thus the 

approach used here A full derivatIon of the formulae used to denve the dIfference operators 

for an arbItrary number of pomts is presented ID chapter 2 WIth three spatial pomts XI, X2 

and X3, the ID dIfference operators actmg on the numerical concentratIOn G, from appendix 

3 



1.2 Difference operators and errors 

A,are 

D~[C] 
<>2<>3C (XI) <>1<>3C (X2) O!I <>2 C (X3) 

(13a) = + + (<>3 - <>1) (<>3 - <>2) , (<>1 - <>2) (<>1 - <>3) (<>2 - <>1) (<>2 - <>3) 

D;[C] = (<>2 + <>3) C (XI) (<>1 + <>3) C (X2) (<>1 + <>2) C (X3) 
(1.3b) 

(01 - <>2) (<>1 - (3) (<>2 - <>1) (<>2 - <>3) (<>3 - <>d (<>3 - <>2) , 

D;[C] = 
2C (XI) 2C (X2) 2C (X3) 

(<>1 - <>2) (<>1 - <>3) + (a2 - <>1) (<>2 - <>3) + (<>3 - <>1) (<>3 - <>2) • 
(1.3c) 

The subscnpt X denotes the dImension along which the operators act - chapter 4 builds a 

high-order scheme for the 3D decay-advection-diffuslOn-equatlOn using these ID operators 

actmg m each of the three spatial dimensIOns. The superscnpts denote the derivative, 

so that D2, D; and D; are the discrete analogues of identity, first derivative and second 

derivatIve operators respectively. 

The notation <>. represents a displacement from a reference point X, so that <>. = X. - X 

and <>. - <>, = x. - x, In the schemes presented X IS chosen to represent the centroid of 

the three points along any dimension on any time-level, i e. X = (XI + X2 + X3) /3. This 

slIDpWies the error formulae below, although X Will not anse in the final scheme whatever 

ItS value. On a regular grid with spacing Ax, then Xl = X2 - Ax, X2 = X and X3 = X2 + Ax 

so that the three-point difference operators reduce to the farmhar central difference form: 

D~[C] = C (X2) , (14a) 

D;[C] = 
C (X3) - C (xI) 

(lAb) 
2Ax 

D;[C] = 
C (Xl) - 2C (X2) + C (X3) 

(l.4c) Ax2 

The discrete template (1.2) can now be written in terms of dIfference operators acting 

on the numerical concentratIOn cn at two time-levels n and n + 1, 

[DO + ! At (U+ Dl + U+ D2)] en+! = U- [DO - ! At (U-Dl + U- D2)] en :Z:21x2x Ox2 lx2x, (1.5) 

4 



1.2 Difference operators and errors 

WIth five degrees of freedom gIven by Ui), U1, u;, ut and ut. In fact, the U; WIll be 

read directly from a manIpulated form of the exact scheme, which WIll itself be wntten m 

terms of undetermined parameters Mp (mtroduced in §1 4). The !~t factors are extracted 

for tIdinesS m the matclnng. The difference operators (1 3a-c) may be solved for C (x.) so 

that the notations (1 2) and (1.5) are Interchangeable. 

No dIscrete representation of an arbitrary smooth function can be exact and errors WIll 

arise at some order Thus the difference operators (1 3a-c), exactly representing denvatlves 

at lower orders, will have errors arismg at minimum third order with three spatial points 

The essential step m deriVing the high-order schemes requires matching future and preVIous 

time-level operators to calculate Mp and hence U.± and, for thIS, knowledge of the errors of 

the difference operators IS required. From appenrnx B, the three-point error formulae are: 

DO x = I e3 a
3 

+"6 x 
e2e3 5 

- 120 ax + ... , (16a) 

2 
DI = ax 

e2 Et. e3 4 e2 a5 + ... , (1.6b) x -"6 x + 24ax + 120 x 

D2 x = a2 
x 

_ e2a4 e3 a
5 

12 x + 60 x + .... (16c) 

pretation of measuring grid spacmg and asymmetry, respectIvely. Formally these quantIties 

are !mown as elementary symmetric functIOns and their advent and generahsatlOn to an ar-

bltrary number of points is detruled in chapter 2. Appendix B lists the error formulae with 

arbitrary X and by comparison to the formulae (1.6a-c) the notational benefit of posltiouing 

X at the centroid, and therefore making el = "'1 + "'2 + "'3 = 0, is evident. On a regular 

grtd the elementary symmetnc functIOns reduce to e2 = _~x2 and e3 = O. 

With I denoting the IdentIty operator, the right-hand SIde of (1 6a-c) shows that the 

difference operators exactly mimic derivative operators up to the second derivative, beyond 

which order errors arISe. WIth three points this is the best that can be achieved, although 

the chOIce of X gives an extra degree of matclnng to the second order derivatlve (1 6c). 

5 



1.3 Exact time-stepping and time dependency 

1.3 Exact time-stepping and time dependency 

Tins section introduces forcing and begins the manipulatIOn ofthe PDE (11a,b) into a form 

similar to (1.5), m preparation to match the numerical dIscretisation to as high an order as 

possible The PDE IS transformed into an exact tIme-steppmg form as explored by Mitchell 

& Griffiths (1980, chapter 2). Multiphcation by an mtegrating factor exp (I; L (T) dT) and 

integrating over a time-step of SIze flt from t = tn to t = tn+ 1 = tn + flt yields 

,n+l (' ) in exp 10 L(T) dT {8,c(x,t)+Lc(x,t)-q(x,t)} dt=O. (1.7) 

Integratmg the first term by parts results in 

DIvidIng by exp (Ir+1 

L (T) dT) and rearranging yields the exact time-stepped form of the 

PDE (11a,b) 

( 
,nH ) ,nH (,nH ) 

c(x,tn+l)=exp -L L(T)dT c(x,tn)+L exp -1 L(T)dT q(x,t)dt. 

(1.9) 

The forcing term is interpolated over the two time-levels 

( 

,n+l ) 
exp -1 L(T) dT q(x, t) "" 

Integration of the forcing term by the Trapezium rule leads to the particularly sImple time

stepped structure with interpolated forcing (exact when forcmg IS absent) 

6 



1.4 Viewpoint operator 

where the time-averaged operator 

(1.12) 

Thus tune dependent coefficients in the operator L should be integrated over the time-step 

and diVIded by the step-length W,th this III mmd the coeffiCIents are henceforth treated 

as If constant. 

1.4 Viewpoint operator 

The d,screte form (1 5) has multipliers at both future and previous time-levels To mamp

ulate the time-stepped equatIon (1.11) to such a form, a 'viewpoint' operator M (so called 

since It can shIft between exphcit and implicit views) is introduced as a truncated series of 

derivatIves in the spatIal dimension, 

4 

M = I + At L MplP,; . (1.13) 
p=1 

I denotes the IdentIty operator and Mp are adjustable parameters For a 3 X 2 module (WIth 

five degrees of freedom) it IS suffiCIent that p ranges from 1 to 4 but for diffenng module 

sizes the upper limIt would need to be altered accordmgly (see §3.3 for a ID generalisation). 

MultIplymg (1.11) by the operator M exp (!at (L - >.)) gives the desired form 

where the future and previous time-level operators e: are, respectively: 

e;- = Mexp(+!at(L->.)), 

~;; = M exp (-!at (L - >.)) . 

7 
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1.4 Viewpoint operator 

WIth the mtroduction of forcing, the final form (stdl with unmatched parameters) of the 

discrete two time-level scheme is constructed m terms of the difference operators (1.3a-c), 

based on (1.5) and (1.11), 

(1.16) 

where the superscnpts on the discrete concentration and forcing, C and Q, denote the 

time-level. The future and previous time-level discrete operators are, respectIvely, 

E: = D~ + !.:It (ut D! + ut D~) , 

E; = D~ - !.:It (U, D! + Ui" D~) . 

The exponent of an operator can be written in series form as 

00 n 

exp(rL) =1+ 'E:,Ln
. 

n=l 

(117a) 

(11Th) 

(1.18) 

Now the multiplier Ur; can be immediately calculated (usmg one degree of freedom) by 

matching the identity terms (so that D; = D;, = 0 and ~; = 1) of (1.14) and (1.16), giving 

Uo=exp(-Mt). 

With the series form (1.18), the exponentIal structure of the operators (115a,b) can be 

expanded as a series of derivatives and multiplied by the truncated senes (1.13) so that: 

4 

G = 1+ !.:It 'EU:~+ ... , (1.19a) 
p=l 

4 

e; = 1 - !.:It 'EU;~ + .... (1.19b) 
p=l 

The coefficients U: are sImple to extract with a computer algebra package (e g Maple or 
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1.5 Optimal matching 

MathematIca), givmg 

ut = u±2MI, 

ut = -I<± iu2At+ MluAt ± 2M2, 

(1.20a) 

(120b) 

ut = Of!u I< At + 2~ u3 At2 + M1At (-I< ± iu2At) + M2U At ± 2 M3, (1.20c) 

ut = ±il<2At - iU21<At2 ± 1~2u4At3 + M1uAt2 (2~u2At Of !I<) 

(120d) 

Each coefficient u~ is a hnear combination of the, as yet undetennined, Vlewpoint param

eters M" ensuring four degrees of freedom remain in (1.17a,b). 

1.5 Optimal matching 

It remains to tune the numerical scheme to the exact scheme. TIus is accomplished by 

matching the operators of the numencal scheme (1.17a,b) to those of the exact scheme 

(119a,b) to as Ingh a degree as IS possIble gIven the chosen module SIze, as has already 

taken place at the identity order. To tins end, the dIfference operators D~, Df and D~ are 

substituted by their error expansions (1 6a-c). From these expansions It is clear that the 

dIfference operators are exact at orders I, 8; and 8; so the time-level operators (l17a,b) 

ImmedIately match their exact counterparts (1. 19a,b ) at these orders, whatever the chOIce 

of the adjustable parameters M,. 

By mspection (or by use of a computer algebra package), at order 8;, the relevant 

equations to match are 

(1.21) 

9 
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1.5 Optimal matching 

The solutIOn of thIs parr of equations gIves the parameters M2 and Ma 

To avoid a singularity m M2, the adjustable parameter Ml is written as 

Ml = -8u. 

Substitution of (1.22a,b) mto (1.20a,b) gIves the scheme parameters' 

ut = u(1'f2S), 

uf' = -K(l ±28) + (±k - S) u2~t 'f 3~t • 

At order 8~, the equations to match, after mVldmg through by ±! ~t, are 

U± 1 u± 1 u± 
4 = 24 e3 1 - 12e2 2 . 

(1.22a) 

(122b) 

(1.23) 

(124a) 

(124b) 

(125) 

The solution of this pair of equatlOns proVIdes the optimal choice for the high-order param-

eter S. 

Sop! = 
2K (e2 + 2u2 ~t2) + 3uea 

2 ~t (12K2 + u2e2 + u4 ~t2) . 

M4, wntten m terms of 8 for breVIty, IS gIven by: 

1152M4 ~t = 16e~ + (3 + 3282) u4 ~t4 - 48 (3 _ 8S') 1<2 M2 

+16e2M ((1 + 282
) u'~t + 88K) - 808u2~t3",. 

(1.26) 

(127) 

WIth all aV3Jlable degrees of freedom used III the matchmg then the denvation IS complete 

and the scheme is fonnally said to be high-order, WIth errors arising at minimum order 8~. 
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1.5 Optimal matching 

Save for a different method of denvatIOn and notational dIfferences, tins scheme is Identical 

to that derived by SIDlth (2000). 

To sllIDlllarise, the numerical scheme is 

[D~ + !At (ut D; + utD;)] {C"+1 - !AtQn+1} 

= exp(-AAt)[D2-!At(U1D;+U2D;)]{C"+!AtQn
}, (128) 

WIth parameters 

ut = u(l 'f 2 S) , 

ut = -1«1±28) + (±~ - 8) u2At 'f 3~t 

and high-order parameter 8 given by 

Sop! = 
21< (e2 + 2u2 At2) + 3u e3 

2 At (121<2 + u2e2 + u4At2) 

(1 29a) 

(1.29b) 

(1.30) 

This particular scheme is referred to as the 8 = Sop! scheme. A trivial chOIce for S is gIVen 

by 80 = 0 A scheme with this non-optimal choice is referred to as the S = So scheme. 

W,th zero decay and zero velocity (i e. the diffusIOn equation) on a regular grid (>. = 0, 

u = 0, e2 = _Ax2, e3 = 0), the high-order parameter becomes S = Ax2/(12I<At) and the 

scheme IS that of Crandall (1955). 

For comparison III the subsequent sections, a fanllly of numencal schemes known colIeo-

tively as the O-method IS introduced In difference operator notation the O-method, with 

zero decay and no forciog, can be written 

C"+1-C" 
At + u {(1 - 0) D;[C"] + OD;[C"+1]} - I< {(1 - 0) D;[C"] + 6D~[C"+1]} = 0, 

(1.31) 

where 6 = 0 18 an exphClt fimte difference scheme, 6 = ! corresponds to Crank & Nicolson 
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1.6 Numerical results 

(1947) and IJ = 1 is fully ImpliCIt 

The solution of the ID schemes is sImple - the 3 x 2 module, along with boundary 

condItions apphcable to the problem bemg solved, produces a tn·diagonal system that 

can be solved for the future time-level in terms of the known prCVlOUS tlIDe-Ievel Tri

dIagonal systems can be solved in O(n) by the Thomas algonthm (appendix D). A hIgher 

dImensional scheme is derived in chapter 4 With a structure designed to take advantage 

of parallel computers by distnbuting solution of tn-dIagonal systems across processors. If 

solvmg the ID case on a parallel computer then algontbms such as recursive doublmg (Stone 

1973) and recursive stridIng (Evans 1997) may be used for an increase in speed 

1.6 Numerical results 

Four tests are performed consIstmg of a single pomt source of umt strength (a unit delta 

function) left to advect/drlfuse from the centre of a gnd of p points. The S = Sup! and 

S = So schemes are compared to the IJ-roethod (1.31) with IJ = 0 (expliCIt), IJ = ~ (Crank 

& NlColson 1947) and IJ = 1 (fully imphcit). The S = Sup! and S = 0 schemes match m 

the long-wave (see the wave interpretation m §l. 7) so such tests with short scale imtial 

conditions are partIcularly severe For the PDE (l.la,b), an exact Gaussian solutIOn exists 

for an IDltial pomt source of strength s at position x': 

c(x,t) = _5_ exp [->'t - -.!:.. (x - x' _ ut) 2] . 
2V1fKt 4Kt 

(1.32) 

This solution assumes zero concentration at infinity. For these tests the concentration IS 

held at zero at the boundary, so that the GaUSSlan solution provides a valId comparison 

before the profile builds up at the boundary. 

Standard error norms are mtroduced to measure the accuracy of the vanous schemes, 
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1.6 Numerical results 

compared to the exact solutIOn (1.32): 

(1.33) 

In all tests, error norms are shown at the geometrically progressive tlme-steps Ilt, 41lt and 

161lt. IT the schemes were perfect then, in the absence of errors at the boundary, the error 

norms would be zero Error norms further from zero sigmfy poorer results. 

The first two tests have tlme-step Ilt = 0.2 and are on a grid size of 21 points (from 

x = 1 to x = 21, with the source of strength 1 at x = 11). The first test is of pure drlfusion 

Wlth parameters 

Ilx = 1, A = 0, u = 0, '" = 0.8. (1.34) 

The results are shown in table 1 1. The second test introduces advcction 

Ilx = 1, A = 0, U = 1, '" = 0.8 (1.35) 

The results are shown m table 1.2. Figure 1 2 contains a plot (from x = 8 to x = 20, 

following the advectmg solution) of these results after sixteen time-steps, with the exact 

solution m bold sohd lme. 

The third and fourth tests increase the tlme-step Ilt to 0.6 and the number of grid 

pomts to 61 (from x = 1 to x = 61 Wlth the source of strength 1 at x = 31) but othefWlse 

have the same parameters as the first two tests (1.34) and (1.35), respectively. The pure 

illffusIOn results Wlth the mcreased time-step are shown in table 1 3 and the advection-

diffUSIOn results are shown in table 1.4. Flgure 1 3 contains a plot (from x = 32 to x = 48, 

folloWlng the advectmg solutIOn) of these results after sixteen tlIDe-steps, with the exact 

solution m bold sohd line 

For both pure illiIusIOn tests the 8 = 80 scheme performs as well as the Crank & 
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1.6 Numerical results 

I Time I Scheme 11 II I Time I Scheme 11 h 
~t S = Sopt 0.0607 00477 0.0404 ~t S=Sopt 00383 00327 00248 

S=80 03905 0.2710 02029 S-So 0.3332 0.2347 0.1790 
8=0 00521 00416 00358 8=0 00372 00322 00264 

8=~ 0.1048 00725 00504 8=~ 01864 01431 01082 
8-1 02026 0.1445 01072 8-1 0.2886 0.2227 0.1645 

4~t S=Sopt 00142 00149 0.0159 4~t S = 80pt 00216 00207 00229 
S=80 0.0740 00709 00759 S=So 00787 00671 0.0677 
8=0 00170 00183 0.0204 8=0 00803 00731 0.0784 

8-~ 0.1144 01148 0.1369 8-i. 01726 01778 02135 
8-1 0.2095 0.2152 02565 8-1 0.2910 0.2913 0.3448 

16M S = 80pt 0.0006 00006 00007 16~t S = Sopt 00039 00058 0.0110 
8-80 00225 00199 0.0226 S-So 00216 00192 00208 
8-0 0.0015 0.0014 00017 8-0 0.0658 0.0598 00704 

8-~ 00240 00221 0.0272 8-~ 00739 00686 0.0728 
8-1 00469 00440 00571 8-1 01191 0.1157 01139 

Table 1.1· Error norms for diffusion test Table 12 Error norms for advection-
(1.34) With ~t = 0.2 diffusion test (I 35) With ~t = 0.2 

NlColson (1947) scheme When advection is introduced the S = So scheme improves upon 

the Crank & Nlcolson (1947) scheme by a factor of three in the second test and a factor 

of ten III the fourth test, after SIXteen tune-steps. The 8 = Sopt scheme gives a dramatic 

0.20 

0.15 

0.10 

0.05 

o S=Sopt 
• $==$0 

& 8=0 
• e-l/2 
08=1 

<1 
:. 

.. 

TIme 16at = 3 2 

0~8~--~~--~1~2----~1~4----~16~--~1~8----~2~0-x 

Figure 1.2 Advection-dlffusion plot on a 21 point grid (x = 1 to 21) With At = 0 2 
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1.6 Numerical results 

I TIme I Scheme 11 It 
f>.t 8 - 8up< 0.1996 

8-80 05110 
8-0 0.9525 
8~J 00592 
8-1 03975 

4f>.t 8 - 8up< 0.0072 
8-80 00603 
8-0 0.7241 
8~~ 0.0264 
8-1 01135 

16f>.t 8 - 8up< 0.0004 
8-80 0.0079 
8=0 0.2636 

8=~ 0.0072 
8=1 00293 

I 12 loo 

0.1 863 01689 
5033 0.4841 
381 0.9018 

0510 00526 
073 0.4373 

0064 00065 
0606 00593 
927 06166 

0 
0.9 
0 
04 

o. 
0 
0.6 
0.0 
01 

231 0.0270 
217 0.1822 

o. 
00 

0004 00005 
073 0.0084 
573 02546 
066 00078 
276 0.0339 

0.2 
0.0 
00 

I TIme I Scheme 11 It 
f>.t 8 = 8up< 05247 0.5039 0.5000 

8=80 0.6420 06117 06156 
8-0 0.9561 0.9866 1.0822 
8~t 01494 0.1473 0.1583 
8-1 0.5201 0.5064 05729 

4M 8 - 8up< 0.0812 0.0784 0.0878 
8-0 0.1756 01637 0.1747 
8-0 0.7988 0.8650 1.1248 
8~~ 00932 0.0853 0.0888 
8-1 0.2516 0.2382 02382 

16f>.t 8 - 8up< 00034 0.0031 0.0033 
8-80 00042 00040 0.0042 
8-0 0.3365 0.3720 05658 

8= ~ 00467 0.0430 0.0457 
8=1 0.1769 01577 0.1772 

Table 1.3: Error norms for 
(1.34) WIth f>.t = 06 

diffusion test Table 1.4. Error norms for advectIOn
diffuSIOn test (1.35) with f>.t = 0 6 

improvement over all schemes, 

the second, 15-18 for the tlnr 

scheme after sixteen time-ste 

m particu1ar by a factor of 36-40 for the first test, 6-18 for 

d and 14 for the fourth, over the Crank & NIcolson (1947) 

ps. The exphClt scheme does particularly well m the first test 

• 0.15 o S=Sopt Tllne 16At = 9 6 
• 5=50 • 
.. 8=0 • 
.6 8=1/2 .. 
[] 8=1 .. 

0.10 : d';;' """0.,... 
.':0.o .. b."'O 

,. 

0.05 

$ ,0'- .... 
• J/oo _ _ J( .. 

.< 

\ "'" ". 0 
~-' . 

0 
32 34 36 3B 40 42 44 46 4B x 

FIgure 1 3. AdvectlOn-mffu sion plot on a 61 point grid (x = 1 to 61) WIth M = 0 6 
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1.7 Wave interpretation 

WIth pure dIffusIOn and small time-step, with the S = Sapt scheme being a factor of three 

better. But WIth the introductIOn of advectlOn the S = Sapt scheme pulls away 

The third and fourth tests demonstrate mstabIlIties with the expliCIt (8 = 0) scheme, 

WIth the error norms suffermg as a result. The S = Sapt and S = 0 schemes are virtually 

inillstmgmshable from each other and the exact solution as shown m figures 1.2 and 1.3, 

the latter of wluch viVIdly demonstrates the instability of the expliCIt scheme 

The improvement of the S = Sapt and S = 0 schemes WIth the mcreased At is for a 

combinatIOn of reasons For the second test, figure 1 2 shows how the solution is startmg to 

bmld up at the boundary Tlus has a small effect on the error norms after 16 time-steps (the 

schemes themselves are performing correctly but the exact solution from which the error 

norms are calculated is becoming inappropnate). The second reason is bnefly explained 

here and covered m more depth in §3 8 There is a particular tIme-step At = Ax2 /{V20I<) = 

o 2795 .. that proVIdes an extra level of matching For these tests At = 0 60 > 0 28 performs 

slightly better than At = 0 20 < 0 28, demonstratmg that a small tIme-step is not always 

the best choice for accuracy 

1. 7 Wave interpretation 

Consider the Founer component 

c{x t) - Ae,(wt-kx) , - , (1.36) 

where A is a constant, k is the wavenumber and W IS the angular frequency. The wavenumber 

denotes the number of waves that exist over a distance of 211" and the angular frequency is 

the number of waves that pass a fixed pomt over a time of 211" 

Inserting (1.36) into the PDE (lla,b) shows that for the Founer component to satisfy 
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1.7 Wave interpretation 

- Exact 
S=Sopt 
S~So 

9=0 '/' 
/c 

8~1/2 /',' 
" , 

---~-~~--------- , 

-71" 

.... , ..... // 

lI(r) 

0,5 

o 

-0.5 

-1 

Figure 1.4. Real part of growth factors 

the PDE then the dispersIOn relation is 

' .. 

" . .... 
......• 

71" k 

-'" 

(1.37) 

This gives the angular frequency as a function of the wavenumber. Over a time-step dt the 

Fourier component (1.36) changes by a quantity formally known as the complex multipher: 

(k At) = c(x,t+dt) = iwLl.t = -(J.-,kU+k'K)Ll.t 
r,u () e e . 

C x,t 
(1.38) 

By inserting the spatial part exp( -i k x) of the Fourier component (1.36) into the numerical 

schemes, the numerical complex multipher can be calculated over a time-step at on a 

regular grid with spacmg ax. Thus knowledge of m[exp(-lkX)]lS required, whlch can be 

calculated from (1 3a-c) as, 
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1.7 Wave interpretation 

-'If 
.. 

Exact 
S=Sopt 
S-So 
e-o 
e-1/2 
e-1 

...• ... 
•... ." 

.......................... 

\'l <r) 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

-0.4 

-0.6 

...
.......... ----_ ...... . 

.... \ 

11"/2 

FIgure 1 5 Imaginary part of growth factors 

D~[exp(-ikx)] = exp(-ikx) , 

D![exp( -1 k x)] 

D;[exp(-ikx)] 

.. 
\" 
\ 

11" k 

(139a) 

(1.39b) 

(139c) 

where for breVIty c = cos ak~x) and s = sin Uk~x). Then the complex multiplier for 

the 8-method (1.31) is 

R k ~ =1- 2~ts(u~xc+2i"'s) 
(, t) 28Ms(u~xc+2I"'S)+i~x2. (1.40) 

For the S = Sap! and S = So schemes the complex multIpher, Wlth zero decay, IS given by· 

R = D~[exp(-ikx)]- !~t (U1- D![exp(-ikx)] + Ui D;[exp(-i kx)]) . 

D~[exp(-Ikx)] + !~t (ui'. Di[exp( -ikx)] + vi D~[exp(-ikx)]) (141) 

Figures 1.4 and 1.5 show the real and intaginary parts of the exact (bold line) and numerical 

(S = Sop<, S = So, 8 = 0, 8 = ! and 8 = 1) multIpliers Wlth parameters used ill the fourth 
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1. 7 Wave interpretation 

3l(w) 
Exact 
S=Sopt 
5=50 4 

8~O 

8~1/2 
8~1 2 

. ------ . 
11"/2 11" k 

-2 

-4 

Figure 1 6: Real part of dispersion relations 

test m the results §1 6, that is (1 35) with At = 0 6 The 8 = 8"", and 8 = 80 results are 

almost indistmguishable. 

Since the numerical multipliers (1.40) and (1.41) are calculated through the use of (1.39) 

then It is immediately apparent that the multipliers must be periodic such that 211" = kkAx 

In fact, by Jnspection of (1.39), it can be seen that the double angle trigonometric formulae, 

srn (kAx) = 2cs and cos (kAx) = 1-282, are directly applicable so that periodicity IS given 

by 211" = kAx. Thus, With Ax = 1, the numencal multipliers are necessarily 211" periodic in 

the wavenumber k 

With the component 

(1.42) 

then the numerical growth factor R and numencal disp<'rslon relatIOn W (k) are related by 

",Wt = R(k,Att (143) 
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1. 7 Wave interpretation 

\l(w) 

Exact 
S=Sopt 6 
S~So 

9~O . 9-1/2 . 9-1 . . 4 .. . 

-7r 

Figure 1.7: Imagmary part of c:hspersion relations 

Thus the numencal dispersion relation, With branch cut chosen by arbitrary m, is gIVen by 

W (k) = _llogR(k'~2 + 2m7r. (1.44) 

Figures 1 6 and 1.7 show the real and imaginary parts of the exact (bold line) and numencal 

dispersion relatIOns, with the same parameters as before. Again, the numerical dispersion 

relations are necessanly 27r penodic in the wavenumber k, with the addition of branch cuts 

to the real part 

The phase velocity is the speed and directiou in which an mdividual component of a 

wave moves and is given by 

(1.45) 

The group velocity denotes the speed and direction in which mformation is transIllltted 

and is calculated as 

(1.46) 
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1.8 Stability conditions 

so both phase and group velocity are drrectly related to the dispersion plots already shown. 

It IS eVIdent from all the graphs that in the long-wave region k "" 0, the S = Sapt 

and S = So schemes are more accurate than the {i-methods. This is a consequence of 

the denvatlOn which is eqUlvalent to matching of the exact and numerical growth factors 

as expansIOns in the wavenumber. Indeed, that is the approach taken by Srmth (2000) to 

derive eqUlvalent schemes 

1.8 Stability conditions 

A scheme is said to be stable if Its growth over some time period is bounded Stability for a 

two time-step linear PDE on a regular gnd is eqUlvalent to the condition IRI .:;; 1 + 0 (~t) 

where R is the growth factor (llichtmyer & Morton 1967, §4 7). This is koown as the Von 

Neumann stability condItion and IS shown in figure 1 8 for the complex case R = Cl< + if3 

When denYing stabIlity condItions it is required only to find sufficient condItIOns, m 

tenns of the scheme parameters, that guarantee the Von Neumann starnhty condItlOlL As 

long as these condItIOns are not too stnct then they provide a framework in winch the 

numerical scheme can be used with prior koowledge that instablhtles WIll not arise. 

The Courant-Friednch&-Lewy (CFL) conditIOn states that a necessary condItion for 

stablhty is that the analytical domain of dependence is a subset of the numencal domam 

of dependence. The domam of dependence for some point (x, t) IS the set of imtial values 

winch influence that pomt and figure 1.9(a) shows this case for a typICal ID hyperbohc 

equation. If the numerical domam of dependence, as sbown in 1.9(b) for an explicit case, 

does not include the imtial values of tbe analytical domam of dependence then there is no 

way that the scheme can react to changes m the mitial conditions, hence the CFL condItion 

is necessary for stability Finally, 1 9(c) shows the typICal case for an inIplicit numerical 

method in which the domain of dependence includes all mitial condItions and hence the 

CFL condItion is always satISfied. 

The 0 (~t) term of the Von Neumann stabilIty condItIOn allows for hmlted growth but 
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1.8 Stability conditions 

f3 

o 

Figure 1 8' Conditions for stabJilty 

the stabihty is considered WIth ~ = 0 (exponential decay ensures that with ~ > 0 the scheme 

WIll also be stable), The complex growth factor (1.41), with (139a-c), IS of the form 

where 

"'1 = 3~x2 - (2~x2 + (1 + 68) u2~t2 + 6 (1- 28) It~t) 82 
, 

f31 = 3 (1 + 28)u~t~xcs, 

"'2 = 3~x2 - (2~x2 + (1 - 68) u2~t2 - 6 (1 + 28) It~t) 82 
, 

fh = -3 (1- 28)uM~xcs, 

Then the stability constraint IRI2 ,;; 1 slmphfies to 
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1.8 Stability conditions 

t t t 
00 00 0000 000 000 

(z·, tl 
00 00 0000 o .0.)0 000 

0 000100 010 0 0 

0 0 0000000 00 
Domrun of 

0 00 o 0 0 ~~den~e 0 00 

0 x 0 x 0 x 

(a) Analyllcal (b) Numeflcal (expliCIt) (c) Numencal (lmphCIt) 

Figure 1 9 Domam of dependence for analytIcal and numencal cases 

Inserting equations (1.48a-d), applying the trigonometnc Identity Cl = 1- 82, and dIVIding 

by the positIve quantity 24At 82 yields 

(150) 

where 0"; 82 = sin2 (!k Ax) ,,; 1. Evaluating the linear (in 8 2) inequalIty (1 50) at the end 

points, 8 2 = 0 and 82 = 1, gives two condItlOns that, when both satisfied, are sufficient for 

stability 

(1.51) 

The first condItion holds true by definition. The second conditIon holds true if the high-

order parameter S is constramed such that 

(1.52) 

W,th u = 0 (no flow), the only requirement is 

(153) 

W,th the non-optImal choice 8 = 80, a sufficient condItion for stahllity is the classIcal 

CFL condition JuJAt ,,; Ax. 
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1.9 Concluding remarks 

1.9 Concluding remarks 

The main aspects in derivmg a high-order numerical scheme have been presented in the form 

of a derivatIOn for the 1D decay-advection-diffusion equation. The S = Sopt scheme uses 

all aV3Jlable degrees of freedom available Wlth a 3 x 2 module to match future and previous 

time-level operators to their exact counterparts. TIns has the consequence of matclnng the 

numencal dIspersion relation, complex multiplier, phase velocity and group velocity to the 

exact values in the long-wave hIlllt, the results of which have been demonstrated graphically 

Conditions suffiCient for stabIlity have been derived and the scheme has been compared 

to standard (I-methods, mcluding the popular Crank & Nlcolson (1947) method. The dra

matic Improvements pOSSIble whIlst preserving a SImple method of solution through solving 

a tri-dJagonal system on each tIme-step have been demonstrated in tabular and graphical 

form for pomt source test cases with flow and dllfusion 
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~~------------------------------------~ 
Derivative difference operators 1 

2.1 Introduction 

Computational engineering often requires the numencal solution of drlferentlal equatlOns 

A natural and drrect way to construct fimte drlference computatlOnal models IS to replace 

the drlferential operators 8d / 8xd at some reference pomt x = X by discrete counterparts 

Dd corresponding to denvatives of polynomial Lagrange mterpolation from the functlOn 

values at n > d dIStinct grid points XI, .. ,Xn If the grid points are regularly spaced then 

the x-dependence of the fimte drlference operators Dd IS known exphcitly and tabulated 

(Abramowitz & Stegun 1965, equations 252.7,25.34-6, tables 25.1, 25.2). In applications 

the gnd spacmg might not be uniform (e g gnd points to mclude sites where data IS 

available or IS sought). For non-umform grids Fornberg (1988, 1998) and Corless & Rokicla 

(1996) give neat computer algontbms that construct Dd for 0 .;; d < n. In §2.3 of the 

present chapter an explicit formula for Dd IS derived in terms of elem~tary synIIDetnc 

functlOllS. AppendIX A evaluates Dd m terms of the dlSplacements <>, = x, - X for the cases 

0';; d < n, n = 1, ... ,5. 

In a term-by-term finite difference model of a drlferentlal equation, the size of the errors IS 

related to the worst of the errors that arise m replacing 8d /8xd by Dd For a computatIonal 

scheme constructed in terms of Dd, it may be pOSSIble to make slight adjustments to the 

coefficients multiplymg each of the Dd, so that there is extra cancellatlOn of the errors. 

I Accepted for pubhcatlOn (Bowen & SIIllth 2005a) 
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2.2 Elementary symmetric functions and main results 

Crandall (1955) performed such error cancellatIOn with n = 3 and a uruform grid for the 

drlfuslOn equation at two levels in tIme. MItchell & Griffiths (1980, chapter 2, table 1) 

demonstrate the leap in accuracy over the Crank-NIcoIson (1947) scheme SIUlth (2000) 

extended the Crandall (1955) scheme to mclude gnd non-uniformity via neat Taylor series 

for the n = 3 errors in Do, Db D2• The motivatIon for the present chapter is to derive 

error Taylor senes for all n. AppendIx B states the first four error terms for 0 ~ d < n, n = 

1, ., ,5. Computer algebra packages (e g Maple or Mathematica) make it straIghtforward 

to confirm the vahdity for n = 1, .. ,5 of the neat error expresSIons. 

The next sectIon mtroduces elementary symmetric functIOns and states the main results, 

from whIch operators and errors can be constructed for any number of grid points. The 

subsequent four sections detail a drrect derivation of the main results, mvolving generalIsed 

Vandermonde deterIUIUants and Schur functions (De Marchi 2001). FUnctIOns introduced 

by Schur in hIs 1901 thesis on groups of matnces are today called S or Schur functions 

(MacDonald 1995) 

2.2 Elementary symmetric functions and main results 

In thIs chapter, a, denotes the ordered set of displacements a. = x. - x. For the set a, the 

elementary symmetnc functions e~ are defined as the sum of all distinct permutations of 

order i over the set. An equivalent algebraic definitIOn (Baker 1994, MacDonald 1995) is 

that for arbItrary z: 
n n 

I:e~z' = n (1+a.z) . (2.1) 
S=O s=1 

For indices, < 0 or , > n, it is implicit that e~ = O. The zero order elementary symmetric 

functIOn is e~ = 1. To mIUimIse confusion WIth powers, the superscript mdIcatmg the set 

will usually be omitted. For example, with n = 3: 
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2.2 Elementary symmetric functions and main results 

The derivatives, with respect to a varied reference pomt, are· 

If the chosen reference pomt X is the centroid, then there is the sunphficatlOn 

.. .. 
el = 'Ea, = 'Ex, -nx = O. (2.4) 

1.=1 ,,=1 

With el = 0, equations (B 6",..c) correspond to equatlOns (3.3",..c) of SIlllth (2000) If the 

reference point X comcides with any of the gnd points, the sinlphficatlOn 18 

n 

en = IT (x, - X) = o. (2.5) 
1=1 

On uniformly spaced gnds WIth X chosen to be the centrOld, e, =0 for all odd i. 

In §2.3, the n-pomt finite drlference operator Dd operatmg on a functlOn f(x), 18 shoWll 

to be the weighted sum of the functlOn values at the grid points 

(2.6) 

Extensive numerical tests confirm the agreement of this explicit formula (2 6) WIth results 

from the computational algonthms of Fornberg (1988, 1998) and of Corless & Rolucla 

(1996). DO[Jl18 n-point Lagrange mterpolation (AbramoWItz & Stegun 1965, 25 2 2) and 

Dd[fl is the d'th denvative WIth respect to X of the Lagrange interpolation (Fornberg 1988) 

A mathematical way of expressing the eqUlvalence of the subscnpt d to the number of x

derivatIves is the cOnsIstency relationship 

(27) 

In appendix A, the sign changes and the increasing factorial numerators between successive 
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2.2 Elementary symmetric functions and main results 

Do, . ,Dn-l can be explained from equations (23,2.7) 

If the functIOn j(x) IS not a polynomial m x of degree .;; n - 1, then an error will arISe 

at degree n or beyond For umform spacmg, series for differences in terms of derivatives 

are well known (AbramoWltz & Stegun 1965, equatIOns 25 3.16-20) In §2 4 it is shown that 

the error terms from the weighted sum of Taylor senes about the reference point x, can be 

wntten as a series involving Schur functions in the rusplacements 

(2.8) 

After some technical preliminaries in §2.5, it IS shown m §2 6 that the rugher order Schur 

functions can be calculated through the recurrence relation for J ;;. n 

n 

S ACJ,d,n) = 2: (-1 )k+1 ekS ACJ-k,d,n) 
k=l 

(2.9) 

Exact arithmetiC avOids mstabllity for large J. An interpretation of the left-hand side term 

in equation (2 8) gives the low-order error coefficients for 0 .;; J < n 

{

(_It -d_l , J = d, 
SACJ,d,n) = 

0, j f d. 

(2.10) 

From these degree zero starting values (2.10), at the l'th apphcatIOn the recurrence relation 

(2.9) generates the J = n'+ l -1 term, that has homogeneous degree n +.i - 1 - d in 

the displacements and is polynomial of order .i m el," ,en. In particular, the leading four 

error terms presented in appendix B are respectively linear, quadratic, cubic and quartlc in 

For the errors, a consequence of the consistency relatlOnslnp (2 7) IS 

(211) 
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2.3 Derivation of difference operators 

In appenrux B, the sign changes and decreasing factorial denominators for the lowest-order 

error terms f(n) (X) in Dd can be linked to equations (2 3, 2 11) 

2.3 Derivation of difference operators 

Let the operator Dd[f] be the weighted sum of chscrete values of a function f (x) over n 

distinct pomts so that 
n 

Dd[f] = 'E w.J (x.) . (212) 
1=1 

'Thking the Taylor series of f (x.) about the posItion X and writing", = x. - X: 

(2.13) 

To avoid convergence consIderatIOns, the crrele of convergence about X is assumed to in-
> 

elude all the x. Let Dd,m[f] represent the truncated form of Dd[f] WIth the J-summatIOn 

terminated at degree m - 1. For finite term truncatIOns, the order of • and 3 summations 

can be exchanged 

m-I (( n «-) 83fl ) Dd,m[f] = 'E 'E w.-j- 8X3 . 
1=0 1=1 ~ j x=X 

(2.14) 

There are n weights w. to be selected. The truncated operator Dd,nU] can be forced to 

represent the d'th derivativ'l. operator for d < n· 

(215) 

WIth the standard notation for the Kronecker delta, 

1
1, • =3, 

0'3 = 
0, i #3, 

(216) 
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2.3 Derivation of difference operators 

then the unit column vector (ODd, Old, .•• , d(n-I)d) T represents the derivative to be approx

imated. The system to be solved can thus be wntten III matnx form as 

1 1 1 WI 

"'1 "'2 "'n 
= (2.17) a' 5 a' 

T = 2 2 

Qn-l n-l n-l 

{n~l)1 (:~l}l (~:I)I 

Cramer's rule states that any system Aw = b Wlth non-zero det (A) has general solution for 

each component Wy of w = (wJ, .. . , Wn) 

(

A 
-det 

p(y) :) 
(2.18) 

Wy = det(A) 

where the unit row vector p (y) = (OIy,02., ... ,any) picks out the component Wy of the 

solution 

In thIs form, the system (2 17), upon factormg out and cancellmg factonals, has solutIOn 
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2.3 Derivation of difference operators 

fur each component 

/ \ 
1 1 -I ODd 

"'I "'2 <>n Old 

",2 ",2 ",2 202d 
-det 1 2 n 

n-1 n-1 an- 1 (n -1)!O(n_1)d "'I "'2 n 

\ 01y 02y Ony 0 ) 
W y = (2.19) 

1 1 1 

"'I <>2 "'n 

det aj ~ ~ 

n-l 
\ "'1 

n-1 
"'2 

n-1 
"'n ) 

The denominator m (2.19) is a Vandermonde determinant (De Marchi 2001), hereafter 

denoted by V DM ("'), m terms of the ordered set '" = ("'10 ... ,an) It has value 

VDM ("') = IT ("'k - "'j) . (2.20) 
l<1<k~n 

The matnx in the numerator has zero last column except for the value d l at the posItion 

(d + 1, n + 1) and It has zero last row except for 1 at the paSltion (n + 1, y). As temporary 

notation within this section, let -

(2.21a) 

a length n - 1 ordered set of displacements that excludes ay, and let 

"1= (0, ... ,n-1)\(d), (2.21b) 
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2.3 Derivation of difference operators 

a length n - 1 ordered set of IDtegers excluding d at position d + 1 that arise as powers of 

the displacements By expansion down the last column then the last row, the numerator ID 

(2 19) can be written 

d!(-1),-d-1 det(,6(y)j'), 1"; s,t"; n-l. (2.22) 

The denominator can be evaluated in a way that IDvolves VDM(,6(y)): 

VDM(",) = IT ("'k-"',) IT ("'y-"") IT ("'k-O<y) 
l<:J1'-y<k=;:'y,n l~<y lI<k,n 

= VDM(,6(y)) IT ("'y-"',) IT ("',-"'y) 
l(j<y Y<J~n 

= Hr-y VDM (.B(y)) IT ("'y - ",,). (2.23) 
l~#=y~n 

Thls IS non-zero because the gnd points x" and therefore the displacements "'" are dIstinct. 

Then the quotient (2 19) takes the form 

(2.24) 

where Sl (,6) is a SciIur function over ,6(y) with partition A (Baker 1994, MacDonald 1995): 

det (,6{y)'!') 
Sl (,6{y)) = VDM(,6(y))' (2.25) 

PartItIOns can be calculated by takmg the drlference ID the powers of the numerator aod 

the denominator ID (2.25), ID reverse order (Baker 1994, MacDonald 1995) The powers ill 

the numerator are 'Y = (O, ... , n - 1) \ (d) and those ID the denominator are (0,. ., n - 2) 

so that the partition A IS given by 

). = (n - 1, . ,0) \ (d) - (n - 2,.. ,0) = (1 n-d-l) . (2.26) 
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2.3 Derivation of difference operators 

For convenience the notation ab represents b occurrences of a e g. (14) = (1,1,1,1). '!railing 

zeros in p.ritltlOns are dropped as they are eqUIvalent to multlplicatlOn of the Schur functIOn 

by eo = 1. The conjugate of >. is obtained by transposing the diagram of >. to give >.' = 

(n - d -1) (Baker 1994, MacDonald 1995) 

The Jacobi-Trudi identIty for elementary symmetnc functions states (MacDonald 1995) 

that for an arbitrary partItion>' oflength l: 

(2.27) 

In tills particular case with >.' = (n - d - 1) the Schur functlOn has the simple form 

s' (f3) = ef3(y) • 
A n-d-l (228) 

This gIves the exphClt form of (2.24) as 

d' (_1)n-d-l ef3(y) 
n-d-l (229) 

The weighted sum (2.12) over all n of the pomts gIves the chfl'erence operator that approx

imates the d'th denvatlve 

(2.30) 

Also, 

n n-I 
Lt{(')zk = L e13(') zk + e!!(') zn k n 
k=O k=O 

- IT (1 + f3(')kz) = IT (1 + "'kZ) 
l~k:S;;;n-l l:S;;;k#,:S;;;n 

C ) n 

= Le%zk = Len,.=ozk 
k=O a,=O k=O 

(2.31) 
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2.4 Derivation of error terms 

where the definition (2.1) of elementary symmetnc functions and the result ~(,) = 0 have 

been used i e. {1 (,) is only of lengtb n - 1. Equating powers of Z gIves 

(2.32) 

The temporary notation {1 can be replaced in (230), to gIve the result 

(233) 

The dIsplacement differences "" - "', can also be written as grid differences x, - Xj Thus, 

the denommators do not depend on X. 

Do[f](x) is a polynomial of degree n-1 ID X and can be recognised as n-point Lagrange 

interpolatIOn of f(x) (AbramoWItz & StegIID 1965, 25 2.2) If a general function f(x) is 

replaced by Do[f](X) then the grid-point values f(x,) and operators Dd[f](x) are unchanged 

That restrictIOn to polynomials of degree n - 1, permits Dd,n to be replaced by Dd in 

the denvatlve matching (2 15). The freedom to vary X imphes that DdU](X) is the d'th 

denvative WIth respect to X of Do[f](x) Fornberg (1988) made that hnkage the premise 

for an algonthm, rather than a consequence. 

2.4 Derivation of error terms 

At degree n and lleyond, errorS will arise It IS useful to be able to -calculate the mgher

order errors, for example to extend high-order nurnencal schemes to non-uniform grids 

(SIDlth 2000). The general difference operator can be written 

DdtJ = _~( ~(X'_X)1 fJ1fl ) 
-6 w'6 I oxJ 

s=1 3=0 J. x=x 

n 

LW,f(x,) 

= t(w,i'=tY, fJ1fl ) =i'=E(J) fJ1fl 
,=1 3=0 J! ox1 =x 1=0 J! Ox1 x=x 

(2.34) 
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2.4 Derivation of error terms 

where 
n 

E()) = 2:>.«" (2.35) 
1=1 

The denvation in §2 3 for the apprOXlIDate denvatives ensures that with 0 ,,; ) < n: 

(2.36) 

For j ~ n, the expressIOn (2 19) for the weIghts w. has the consequence 

I 
1 1 1 OOd 

\ 

"'1 "'2 "'n Old 

"'~ "'~ ",2 202d 
-det n 

n-1 a;--1 an- 1 (n -1)!O(n_1)d "'1 n 

\ a{ <lz a:. 0 
E()) = j , (237) 

1 1 1 

"'1 <>2 "'n 

det "'~ ",2 
2 

",2 
n 

n-1 
\ "'1 a;--1 <>;:-1 

The denominator is VDM ("') From (216) and by expansion down the last column, the 

numerator 18 

(2.38t 

where r = (0,1,2, .. ,n -I,)) \ (d) (sunilar to l' but including j at positIOn n). 

Then 

(2.39) 
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2.5 Preliminary results 

where the partitIon is 

A(j;d,n) = (J,n -1, ... ,0) \ (d) - (n-l, ... ,0) = (J - n+ 1, I n -d-l) . (2.40) 

The conjugate partition A' (j; d,n) = (n - d,1'-n) is oflengthJ-n+ 1. Inserting the above 

expresSIon into (2.34) gives the exphcit form for the general drlference operator in terms of 

Schur functIOns as 

(241) 

WIth the initial SA(;,d,n) for 0';; j < n defined as 

I (_lr-d- 1 , 

SA(;,d,n) = 
0, 

j=d, 
(2.42) 

rl- d 

then (2 41) can also be wntten as 

2.5 Preliminary results 

Before the recurrence relatIOn (2.9) IS derived some prelImmary results are first obtained. As 

used earher, the Jacobl-Trudl identity for the conjugate partitIOn gives the Schur functions 

ID terms of elementary symmetnc functions 

SA(;,d,n) (0<) = det (eA:_S+,) ' 1';; s, t .;; J - n + 1. (2.44) 

where A: denotes element s of the conjugate partitIOn A' (J, d, n) = (n - d, 13-"). The 

square matrix, of size j - n + 1, which gives the subscnpts for the elementary symmetric 
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2.5 Preliminary results 

functIOns m (2 44) is 

n-d n-d+1 3- d 

[A>s+t] = 
0 1 j-n 

, 1"; s,t.,; j - n + l. (245) 
8,t 

1-j+n 0 1 

By the definition (2.1), e. = 0 when, > n so the highest subscnpt that yields a non-zero 

elementary symmetnc function is gtven when the subscript' = n. The first element n - d of 

the conjugate partitIOn gtves the subscripts n - d - s + t on the first row. So, with s = 1, the 

last non-zero elementary symmetric function en arises when n - d - 1 + t = n i e. t = d + 1 

Smce 3 - n + 1 ;;. t then the first row consists of the elements Cn-d, .•• , Cn padded WIth 

zeros for 3 ;;. n + d otherwise It consists of the elements Cn-d, ••. , e,-d Accordingly, the 

Schur functIOn S Au,d,n) (a) IS considered over two mtervals 

( _. e,_") 
det n";3 ";n+d, 

M u- nH) 

SAu,d,n) (a) = 
,-n+l 

(2.46) 

de< ( ~-. --- Cn o 0 ) , 3;;'n+d. 
Mu-nH) 

3-n+l 

For convenience the notation M.(x) refers to the upper-tnangular matnx M. (of size ,) with 

row x removed and the notation M.(x) (y) refers to M. WIth row x and column y removed 

The second row of (245), and hence the first row of M,-n+b has final element Cn when 
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2.5 Preliminary results 

J - n = n, so that J = 2n, givmg 

1 el en 

0 
MJ-n+l = , j=2n. (247a) 

el 

0 0 1 

The values of this matnx are a direct consequence of (2 45). The matrix is upper-triangular 

since for s > t + 1 m (2.45), I e. in the stnctly lower triangular region of (2 47a), then the 

conjugate partition has elements l+s-t < 0 and e, = 0 for i < o. For other values of j ;;. n, 

(2.45) shows that the matrices MJ-n+l may be defined iteratively in terms of the above 

case (2.47a). The last rows of (2.47a) and ill the second case below (247b) are chosen for 

compatibility in this Iterative definition and as a result they preserve the upper-tnangular 

nature of MJ-n+l. 

1 .;; k, £ .;; J - n + 1 < n + 1, 

o 

o 
(2.47b) 

, j>2n. 

o 0 1 

In the first case the finaJ column goes up from 1 to eJ- n • In the second case the zeros at 

the start of the finaJ column are a consequence of e, = 0 when, > n. 
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2.5 Preliminary results 

With the first row and column removed It is clear that for i > l' 

det(M,(l) (1)) = 1. (2.48) 

For breVIty in the followmg denvations this result is also assumed for the case, = 1. From 

the Iterative defimtIon It is clear that 

(249) 

Smce M, IS upper triangular with umt dtagonal elements then 

det (M,) = 1, ,~ 1. (250) 

For 1 ~ k, i ~,and, ~ 2 

( (k») (k) ) dct M, (i) = det Mmax(k,l) (i) . (2.51) 

This result IS due to the trailmg 1 's on the leading diagonal of M,. The determmant can 

be expanded up the leading diagonal untIl the first of either row k or column i IS reamed 

when the trailing 1 '8 end and the expanSIOn of the determmant stops 

By expansion up the leadtng dtagonal in (2.47a,b), when 1 ~ k, i ~ J - n and j - n ~ 2, 

1 
( (J-n-k+l) ( ») • 

( 
(J-n-k+l) ) _ det M[ i = 0, J - n - k + 1 < ~, 

det M
J

- n (£)-

( 
(J-n-k+l) ( ») • det M, - n - k+1 i, J-n-k+1~~ 

(2.52) 

In the first case the matrix can be reduced to size max(j - n - k + 1,£) = £ by (2.51) 

Since the row removed J - n - k + 1 is less than the column removed i, It can be seen by 

consIdering (2 47) that the last row 18 all zero, giving the zero deterrmnant In the second 

case, when the row removed J - n - k + 1 is greater than or equal to the column removed 
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2.6 Construction of the recurrence relation 

£, then the matnx can be reduced to SIze max(j - n - k + 1,£) = j - n - k + 1 by (2.51). 

Expanding the determmant along the first row m (2.46) gIves 

(2.53) 

By expansion of the determmant up the final column m (2 47a,b), when £,,; j -n (Le not 

removmg the final column), 

(2.54) 

Strictly speaking, with J = n + 1, det (MJ<:-;;'::~I) (£)) = eI so for compatibihty with the 

first case above it IS assumed that det (M~I)(1)) = 1 

2.6 Construction of the recurrence relation 

The results of the prevIOUS section form the building blocks used m deriving the recurrence 

relation. In accordance with the intervals over which these results are valId, SAfJ,d,n) (a) 

is considered for (a) low-order error terms n ,,; J ~ n + d, (b) moderate-order error terms 

n+ d < j ,,; 2n and (c) high-order error terms J ;;. 2n The initial values of SAfJ,d,n) (a) are 

defined on the mtervaI 0 ,,; j < n as m (2.42) 

1 
(_I)n-d-I , 

SAfJ,d,n) (a) = 
0, 
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2.6 Construction of the recurrence relation 

It IS left to show that with these uutIal values the Schur functIOns S Au,d,n) (a) can be 

calculated for all J '" n through the recurrence relatIOn 

n 

SAu,d,n) (a) = L (_I)k+! ekSAu-k,d,n) (a) . (256) 
k=l 

2.6.1 Low-order error terms: n ~ j ~ n + d 

For the Interval n ,;; j ,;; n + d, the first case in (2.53) gIVes 

,-n+l 
SAu,d,n) (a) = L (-I)l+1en_d+l_ldet(M,(~";;';.il)(f») 

1=1 

= 0"1 (j) + 0"2 (J) + 0"3 0) (2.57) 

where the summation is splIt up as 

,-n 
O"dJ) +0"2 (J) = L(-lrlen_d+l_ldet(M,(~";;';.il)(f»), 

£=1 

O"dJ) (-I),-ne,_d. (258) 

The last case IS With f = j - n + I and (249) and (2.50) have been used to simplIfy the 

determinant When J = n it is clear from the summation in (2.57) that 0"1 0) + 0"2 (J) = 0 

since these terms do not arise. For the remaInIng J > n, the first case of (254) is used to 

give 

The order of summation is exchanged to gIve 
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2.6 Construction of the recurrence relation 

The mner summation of the sum 0"1 (n) + 0"2 (j) IS split such that 

(2.61) 

When j = n + 1 then 0"2 (3) = 0 as k only takes the value one ID the outer summation hence _ 

e takes all the values in the inner summation For 3 > n + 1 the remaining part of the split 

IS given by 

Using the second case of (2 52), since from the inner summation 3 - n - k + 1 ;;. e, 

(263) 

The outer summatIOn implies that n ~ 3 - k. Since k ;;. 1 and 3 ~ n + d, for this mtervaI, 

then 3 - k ~ n + d - 1. Together, these mequahties imply that n ~ 3 - k ~ n + d so the 

first case of (2 53) may be IDserted with j replaced by 3 - k to give 

,-n 
0"10) = L{-I)k+1ekSA0_k,d,n) (or) 

k~1 

Using the first case of (2 52), smce from the inner summation 3 - n - k + 1 < t, 

The initial conditions (2.55) are used to rewrite 0"3 0) as 

n 

0"3{J)={-I),-n e,_d= L (-I)k+1ekSA0_k,d,n) (or) 
k=1-n+ 1 
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2.6 Construction of the recurrence relation 

As J ~ n, for tlus interval, and from the upper hnnt n ~ k, then J - k ~ O. Combining th,s 

Wlth the lower hmlt glVes 0 ~ J - k < n From the imtial condltions (2 55), the only non

zero initial value for SAU-k•d•n ) arises when J - k = d so that (_I/H 
ekSAu-k,d,n) (a) = 

(-1 ),-n e,-d as reqUlred. 

Finally, from (2.57), the recurrence relation over the interval n ~ j ~ n + d is 

J-n n 

SAu,d,n) (a) = I: (_I)kH ekSAu-k,d,n) + I: (_1/+1 
ekSA(J-k,d,n) (a) 

k~1 k~,-n+1 

n 

= I: (_I/H 
ekSAu-k,d,n) (a) . (267) 

k~1 

2.6.2 Moderate-order error terms: n + d < J :;::; 2n 

The proofs over the remaming mtervals are much the same with differing summation mdices 

For the interval n + d < j ~ 2n, the second case in (2 53) and the first case in (2 54) glve 

dH 

SAu,d,n) (a) = L (_1)lH Cn-d+l-I det (M,~~:iI) (l») 
l~1 

= ~(-I)l+len_d+l_1 (~(_I)kHekdet(M,~~n-kH)(l»)). (268) 

On exchangmg the order of summatlon 

SAu,d,n) (a) = ~ (_I/H ek (~( _1)lH en-d+l-I det (M,~-;-.n-kH) (l») ) 
= O"dJ) + 0"2 (J) + 0"3 (J) , (269) 

where the notation 0"1 Cl), 0"2 (J) and "3 (J) lS reused to agam denote a spilt in the summar 

tion. The first part ofthe split is 

(270) 
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2.6 Construction of the recurrence relation 

'WhenJ -n-d = J -n 1 e d = 0 then the split doesn't anse hence then 172 0)+173 0) = 0 

The remammg terms for d > 0 are spht m the inner summatIOn to gIVe 

(2.71) 

and 

J-n 

:E (_1/+1 ek 
k=J-n-d+l 

( I: (_I)l+1 "n-d+l-I det (M;::;;n-k+1) (l))) 
l=J-n-k+2 

(2.72) 

The last case of (2 53) with J replaced by J - k glves 

J-n-d 

u'(J) = :E (_I)k+1 ekSAu-k,d,n) (2.73) 
k=1 

since from the outer summation J - k ;" n + d. The second case of (2 52) is used on the 

inner summatIOn smce the hnnts give J - n - k + I ;" l so that 

(274) 

Then 

J-n 

172 0) = :E ( -I )k+1 ekS Au-k,d,n) (2.75) 
k=J-n-d+l 

where the first case of (2 53) has been used with j replaced by J - k, since from the outer 

summatIOn k';:; J -n and k;"J -n-d+1 so that n';:; J -k';:; n+d-l. The remaining 
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2.6 Construction of the recurrence relation 

part of the summation for d ;;. 1 IS 

J-n 

IT3(J) L (_1)k+1ek 

k=J-n-d+l 

( 
~ (_1)l+1 en-d+l-Idet (Ml-n

-
k
+1) (f»)) =0, 

l=]-n-k+2 

(276) 

by the first case m (2 52) as, from the inner summatIOn, f;;' J-n-k+2 so that J-n-k+1 < 

f. When J < 2n then the initIal condItIOns (2.55) give 

n 

L (-1)k+1 ekSA{J_k,d,n) (or) = o. (2.77) 
k=J-n+l 

This result IS since j > n + d for thIS interval and from the outer summatIon n ;;. k, gtVIng 

J - k > d and so SA{J-k,d,n) = 0 Then 

1-n-d ]-n 

SA{J,d,n) (or) = L (-1)k+1 ekSA{J_k,d,n) (or) + L (-1)k+1 ekSA{J_k,d,n)' (2.78) 
k=l k=1-n-d-H 

With (2 77) used as reqnired to extend the upper hmIt of the summatIon, the recurrence 

relatIOn for n + d < J ~ 2n is 

n 

SA{J,d,n) (or) = L (_1)k+1 ekSA{J-k,d,n) (or) . (2.79) 
k=I 

2.6.3 High-order error terms: j ~ 2n 

For the interval J ;;. 2n, the second cases m (2.53) and (254) gtve 

SA{J,d,n) (or) 
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2.6 Construction of the recurrence relation 

Exchanging the order of summation and splitting the summations into three parts, with 

further reuse of the 0"1 0), 0"2 0) and 0"3 0) notation, gIVes 

SAu,d,n) (a) = t, (_I)k+1 €k (~(_I)l+! €n-d+l-l det (M~-;;n-k+1) (l)) ) 
= 0"10) +0"20) +0"3 (J) . (281) 

The first part of the split summatIOn IS 

0"10) = '~d (_l)k+1 €k (~(_I)l+1 €n-d+l-l det (M'~-;;~k~il) (l)) ) 
J-n-d 

2: (_l)k+1 €kSAu-k,d,n) (a) , (282) 
k=1 

where the second case of (252) has been usedsmee from the summatIOn JinutsJ -n-k+l ;;. 

d + 1 ;;. l and the second case of (2.53) has been used smee from the outer summation 

J - k ;;. n + d For J ;;. 2n + d, 0"20) + 0"3 0) = 0 since 0"2 (j) and 0"3 (]) don't arise ill thIS 

case For J < 2n + d: 

where the second case of (2.52) has been used smee from the inner summationj-n-k+l ;;. 

l. Then 
n 

0"20) = 2: (-l)k+1ekSAu_k,d,n) (a) (2.84) 
k=J-n-d+l 

where the first case of (2.53) has been used since ill tills mtervaI J ;;. 2n and from the upper 

hmlt n ;;. k so that n ,;;; J - k and, from the lower limit, J - k ,;;; n + d - 1 which combmed 
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2.7 Concluding remarks 

gIve n ~ J - k ~ n + d - 1. The last spht of the summation IS 

(285) 

where the first case of (2.52) has been used since from the mner summation J-n-k+l < t. 

Finally, the recurrence relatIOn for J ;;. 2n is 

n 

= I: (-ll+l €kSA()-k,d,n) (a) , 
k~l 

completmg the proof of tbe rccurrcnce relation (2.56) with initial condItIOns (2 55). 

2.7 Concluding remarks 

(286) 

Exphcit one-dImensional dllference operators Dd have been denved that mumc denvatIve 

operators 8d j8x d at a reference point X for any number n of distmct pomts Xl, ., ,Xn over 

an irregular grid and for any derivative d < n. Along with these, a recurrence relatIOn has 

been derived that allows calculation of Taylor series for the errors. The n + J'th derivative 

error terms are polynomials of order J + 1 in the elementary synInletnc functions for the 

displacements Xl - X, . ,Xn - X· 

The Taylor senes for the errors makes it simple to obtam the error from a linear sum 

of Dd terms e g. when selecting coeffiCIents m a finite dllference scheme to mimIc a dIffer

ential equation. At all accuracy levels, the error coefficients involve polynomials in the n 

non-constant elementary symmetnc functions €l, .. ,en for the set of dIsplacements. The 

difference operators Dd together With the elementary symmetric functions are a natural 

combmatlOn of tools with which to extend high-order numerical schemes from unifonn to 

non-umfonn grids. 
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c: 3 ---------------------' 
Linear damped Korteweg-de Vries equationl 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter concerns the construction of hIgh-accuracy compact finite dJfference schemes 

for a linear evolution equatIOn that is first order in time' 

atC+ Lc = q. (3.1) 

The conventional approach to constructing a compact (few gnd points) numerical scheme, 

amounts to a sum of compact numerical discretisations for at and for each of the x-denvative 

terms that compnse the hnear operator L (Crank & Nicolson 1947) The accuracy of the 

sum is linnted by the least accurate of the terms. High-accuracy schemes (Crandall 1955, 

Smith 2000, Spotz & Carey 2001) do better from consideration of the combmed actIOn for 

the sum of terms. The error m a low-accuracy tenn is compensated by small adjustments 

to the higher-accuracy terms. 

Mitchell & Griffiths (1980) advocated the use of exact time-stepping, of infinite-order 

m x For discrete computatIOnal points in x, numerical schemes have the accuracy of the 

fimte order approxnnations to the x structure. The present chapter gives a straightforward 

method for scheme constructIOn, in which N-pamt difference fannulae far the x-derivatives 

and far the errors (Bawen & Snnth 2005a) lead to order 2N - 2 accuracy for the x structure. 

'SublDltted for pubhcatlOD (Smith & Bowen 2005) 
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3.2 Exact time-stepping 

Formally, exact tIme-steppmg applies to vector c with vanable-coeflicient matnx L and 

vector x. For ease of expOSitIOn, the chosen test case IS a smgle equatIOn WIth one spatIal

dIrection X and coefficients that do not vary with x: 

(32) 

A third denvative augments the decay-advectlOn-dIffusion equatIOn. The classical apph

catIon (Korteweg & de Vnes 1895) is the propagation of small amplitude surges from the 

sea into a shallow estuary c(x, t) bemg the current associated WIth the surge, q(x, t) the 

composite tIdal and atmospheric forcmg, ,\ the non-denvative damping, u the long-wave 

speed, I< ~ 0 dIffusive or dispersion dampmg, and h the mean water depth. The depth and 

long-wave speed are related u = (gh) 1/2, where 9 is gravitational acceleration. It is imphCIt 

that Icl < < U, otherwise the nonlinear term ~c8xc should be added to the hnear damped 

KdV (Korteweg & de Vries 1895) equation. 

The many apphcations of KdV models and the widely-studIed mathematical structure 

(Gnmshaw 2005, Marchant & Smyth 2002), have led to a dIversity of numencal schemes 

and to a wealth of experience in the use of the schemes (Feng & Wei 2002, Ma & Sun 2000, 

Sohman 2004, Yan & Shu 2002). The distmctlve feature of the present work is the use of a 

smaller computatIonal module than IS usual. The high accuracy of the scheme allows the 

oscillations and skewness caused by the a;c term to be modelled WIth only three points in 

x, even though dIrect numerIcal modellmg of a;c would have required at least four points 

3.2 Exact time-stepping 

As explored at length by Mitchell & Gnfliths (1980, chapter 2), if the hnear differential 

operator L IS mdependent of time, then time-integration from one time-level tn to the next 
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3.2 Exact time-stepping 

tn+I = tn + ~t YIelds an exact time-steppmg equation. 

rA' c(x, tn+I) = exp (-~tL) c(x, tn) + lo exp (-I~t - rj L) q(x,tn + r)dr . (3.3) 

Exponentlals of !mear differential operators have a series defimtlOn, 

00 n 

exp(rL) = 1+ L :,Ln , 
n=l 

(3.4) 

and are of infinite order m OX. In the test case (3 2) the Identity operator I IS unity 

If the forCIng is non-zero and is only known at the dIscrete time-levels, then hnear 

interpolation of the mtegrand, 

leads to an elegant approximation to the time-stepping equation: 

Half of the forcmg at time-level tn IS accounted for m the Itn-l, tnj step and the other 

half m the subsequent Itn, tn+Ij step, which may be of dIfferent span. For time-dependent 

coeffiCients, It would suffice that L be replaced m equatIOn (3 6) by its time-average over 

the Itn, tn+Ij step (see §1.3). 

The vanety of possible numencal schemes is assoCiated With the selectIOn of an operator 

M (non-normalised projection or Viewpoint operator): 

M exp (+!~tL) {c(x, tn+I) - !~tq(x, tn+I)} 

= Mexp(-!~tL){c(x,tn) +!~tq(x,tn) } (3.7) 

ExpliCit schemes correspond to M = exp (-!~tL), while conventional two time-level im-
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3.3 Truncation of exponentials 

phcit schemes correspond to the identIty operator M = I. In this chapter it is asked' which 

viewpomt M can formally be d,scretised to greatest precision on compact computational 

modules of a given SIze? 

3.3 Truncation of exponentials 

W,th N-points in x, suitable VIewpoint operators for the ,'th module can be represented 

2N-2 

M = 1+ Llt 2:= Mpa~ , (3 8) 
p=I 

with 2 N - 3 adjustable matrIX or scalar constants Mp. For a constant-coeffiCIent operator 

L with x-independent part La, the exact time-steppmg equation (3 7) is re-written 

The operators E;- are defined and their fimte-order truncatIOns are denoted 

2N-2 

Et = Mexp(-~LltLo)expGLltL) =l+~Llt 2:= u:a~+ ... , (3 lOa) 
p=I 

2N-2 

E; = Mexp(~LltLo)exp(-~LltL)=I-~Llt 2:= u;a~+ .... (3 lOb) 
p=i 

Faithfulness to the exact problem (3.1) is only possIble If 2N - 2 IS greater or equal to 

the order of the ch/ferential operator L For the third-order test case (3 2), the mmimum 

number of gnd points 18 N = 3 

The coefficients U/ are linear in Mq With q ,,; p. For the scalar case (3.2), the first five 
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3.4 Difference counterparts to derivatives 

scalar coefficients ut are' 

ut = u±2Ml , 

ut = -I<± iu2~t+Mlu~t±2M2' 

(3 lla) 

(3.llb) 

ut = !h2u'f !Ul<~t + 2~u3~t2 + Ml (-I<~t ± iu2~t2) + M2U~t ± 2M3, (3llc) 

ut = ±~t (i1<2 + ll2h2u2) _lI<U2~t2 ± l~2u4~t3 

+Ml (!h2u~t 'f !"u~t2 + l4u3~t3) + M2 (-,,~t ± iu2~t2) 

ut = 'fAu"h2~t + L~h2u3 + ~1<2u) ~t2 'f 18u3,,~t3 + l!J20u5 ~t4 

+Ml (±~f (i,,2 + l~h2U2) _l"u2~t3 ± l~2U4~t4) 

+M2 (!h2u~t 'f !I<U~t2 + 2~ua~ta) + Ma (-,,~t ± iu2~t2) 

+M4u~t±2M5· 

3.4 Difference counterparts to derivatives 

(3 lld) 

(3 lle) 

Bickley (1941) derived N-point finite dIfference approximations to the derivatives at each 

of N unifonnly spaced gnd points Chapter 2 gives the extension to non-uniform gnds I e. 

finIte dIfference approXlIllatlOns ~, With P .;; N - 1, to the denvatlVes a;; at an arbitrary 

posItIOn X. In partIcular, with three pomts x.-b x" x.H, the fimte dIfference formulae are 

D~[f[ = 

(312a) 

D;[fJ = 

(312b) 

(3.12c) 
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3.4 Difference counterparts to derivatives 

The optimal scheme cannot depend upon the chOIce of reference posItion X. The chOIce 

X = x. == !<X._1 + x. + x.+,) slffiphfies the representation III terms of D~ 

The error expansIons can be constructed to an arbitrary number of terms through (2.8) 

and (2.9) 

00 

D~ = ~ + 2: o;'~ i.e. 0;' = 0 for 1'1- p and e~ = 1 With 0 ~ j < N . (3.13) 
FN 

Error coefficients 0;' for j ;;. N are generated from the prevIOUS N coefficients, With the 

recurrence relation 
N (j _ £)1 

0;'= ~)_1)'+1 I elo;'-l' 
£=1 J. 

(3.14) 

where el'S the elementary symmetric function of homogeneous degree £ III the rusplacements 

Xk -X for the computatIOnal module. In particular, Cl = L;(Xk-X)· Selecting X = It L;Xk 

gives Cl = 0 and the recurrence relatIOn (3 14) becomes 

e" = ~(_1)'+1 (J - £)1 e e" 
,L.J J! £ ,-£ . 

l=2 
(3.15) 

W,th N = 3 and X = x" the quadratic and CUbIC elementary symmetric functions are: 

e2 = (X._1 - x.) (x. - x.) + (X.-l - x.)(x.+1 - x.) + (x. - x.) (x.+1 - x.) 

= -! [(X.-l - X.)2 + (x. - x.? + (x.+1 - x.?l < 0, 

To the order of accuracy reqUlred III this chapter, the operator expansions are 

DO 
" 

= I e3 a3 
+"6" 

_ e2e3a
S 

120 ,,+ .. , 
2 

Dl a" 
e2 3 e3 ~ C2 5 

" - "6a" + 24 ,,+ 120 a" +. ., 
D2 = a2 _ C2a4 e3as + .... 
" " 12 ,,+ 60 " 
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(3. 16b) 
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3.5 Finite difference scheme 

For umform x-spacing x. =Xo + itJ.x, then x. = x., e2 = - tJ.x2 and e3 = O. Thus, D~ IS 

precIsely the compnted value at the Illlddle grid point and the errors ID D;, D; only involve 

even powers of tJ.x. 

For ease of exposItion, the computatIonal points x. and the grid propertIes e2, e3 are 

assumed to be the same at tImes tn and tn+1 (Smith 2000). An extension to a movmg gnd 

is presented in chapter 4 

3.5 Finite difference scheme 

Finite dIfference counterparts to t:t and t:; are the combinatIOns 

N-l 

E+ = D~+!tJ.t LU:D~, (31Sa) z 
p=1 

N-l 

E- = D~-!tJ.t LU;D~. (3.1Sb) z 
p=l 

The discrete counterpart to the exact time-stepping equation (3.9) is the ImpliCIt scheme 

(3.19) 

The (scalar or matnx) coefficients for the numencaJ scheme are ut ... Uti_I' and depend on 

the choice of the adjustable (scalar or matrix) constants Ml ... MN_I' The computational 

task remains essentially the same whatever the chOIce of those constants, whether the scheme 

be of modest accuracy or optimal. 

For N = 3 the necessary computatIOns are tri-dIagonal, and solvable easIly and efficiently 

with two opposIte-direction computatIOnal sweeps in x (see appendIx D). AB N increases, 

so does the number of diagonals and the amount of computatIOnal proccssmg for each of 

the sweeps (Sebben & Baliga 1995). 
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3.6 Near-optimal matching 

3.6 Near-optimal matching 

The more accurate the matchmg et "" Et the more accurate the finite dIfference scheme. 

To assess the formal accuracy, D~ ... Dr:-1 are replaced by theIr denvatlve expansions 

(3.13) up to order aiN - 2• Error terms first anse at order ar:. The matching conditions at 

order aN +r are x 

N-l 
±~~tUt+r = e~+rl ± ~~t L ~+rU: for T ~ 0, (3.20) 

p=1 

which are lmear m the adjustable constants M" ... , M N +r • As exemplified below, this pair 

of condttions (3 20) is associated WIth solutIOns for MN-l-r and MN+r. Startmg WIth r = 0 

and incrementing to r = N - 3 yields the span of adjustable constants M2. . M2N -3. 

For N = 3 and T = 0, WIth error coeffiCIents e~ from equations (3 17a-c), the matchmg 

conditions (3 20) are: 

(3.21) 

Via the coeffiCIents ut and ut, there is lInear dependence on M2 and M3 For the test 

case (32) the specific coefficients (3 lla,c) lead to the solutions: 

u 
I 2 A 

24U Ll.t, 

= ~ + ll<u~t - Ml (le2 + lu2~t2) 
6~t 4 6 8 • 

(3.22a) 

(322b) 

The pOSSIble smgularity in M2 as u tends to zero, can be removed if Ml tends to zero WIth 

u, so it is written as 

Ml = -8u, (3.23) 

where 8 is an adjustable constant. A SImple, but non-optimal, selectIOn IS 8 = O. 
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3.7 Optimal matching 

In terms of adjustable 8, the scheme coefficients are' 

ut = u(1 '1'28), (3.24a) 

(3.24b) 

The occurrence of h2 in the formula (3 24b) demonstrates that account is being made for 

the KdV term. For h = 0, the scheme coefficients (3 24a,b) are equivalent to those derived 

by SIlllth (2000) for the decay-advection-diffusion equation. 

3.7 Optimal matching 

At r = N -2 the lowest index M, (via 8) and highest index M2N-2 adjustable constants are 

determmed. For N = 3 and r = 1, with ~ from equations (3.17a-c), the pair of matching 

conditions (320) diVIded through by ±!At IS 

U± - 1 u± 1 u± 4 - 24 e3 1 - 12e2 2 • (325) 

For the test case (32), WIth the expressions (3.11a,b,d) for U,±, ut, ut the non-changing 

terms are linear in 8 and the slgn-changmg terms are linear in M4' The solution for 8 is: 

8= 
21« e2 + 2h2 + 2u2 At2) + 3u e3 

2 At (121<2 + u2( e2 - 2h2) + u4 At2) • 
(326) 

ProVIded that I< > 0, there IS not a smgnlarity III 8 as u tends to zero The sllllple sciectlOn 

8 = 0 IS close to optimal if I< and e3 are both small. 

For A = 0, u = 0, h = 0, e2 = _Ax2, e3 = 0 (the diffusion equation with uniform 

x-spacmg) then 8 = Ax2/(12I<At) and the optimal three-point scheme is that denved by 

Crandall (1955). The considerable improvement in computational accuracy, at neglIgible 

extra cost, over the better-known Crank & Nicolson (1947) lmpliClt scheme is exemphfied 

by Mitchell & Griffiths (1980, chapter 2, table 1). 
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3.8 Exceptional case of yet more accuracy 

W,th e3 elimmated in favour of 8, the selection for M4 can be written 

88 Kh2 tlt - (6K2 (3 - 882) + 11.2102 (3 + 882)) tlt2 

+ (2102 + 168 Ktlt + (2 +482) 11.2tlt2) e2 -10811.2Ktlt3 

+ (I + 482) 11.4 tlt4 +2e~. 

3.8 Exceptional case of yet more accuracy 

(327) 

Saul'ev (1958) noted that for the decay-dIffusion equatIOn 11. = 0, h = 0 WIth umform spacing 

tlx, the optImal three-point implicit scheme gIves yet more accuracy If the time-step tlt IS 

tuned 

(3.28) 

Tlns sectIOn lUvestigates how 10 f 0 modIfies the tuning. 

To extend matcbmg to r = N - 1, there would be only one more adjustable constant 

M2N-I but two more e~ "" E~ matching condItIOns (320). For N = 3 and r = 2, WIth ~ 

from equations (3 17 a-c), the pair of matcbmg condItIOns is 

(3.29) 

For the one-variable test case (3.2) with the expressions (3.11a,b,e) for ut, Uf, ut, the 

SIgn-changing terms in the ± matching (3.29) do not involve M5 and lead to a dIfferent 

selectIOn for 8 from the previous selection (326). 

The consIstency condItIOn for equality between the alternative 8 values, IS 

o = 11.3 (11.2tlt2 + e2 - 2102) ((11.2tlt2 + !e2 - 5102)2 - ~~ + 15h2e2 - 45104) 

+2411.3K2tlt2 (3u2tlt2 + 5e2 +30102) + 1211.1<2 (ge~ + 1Oh2e2 -180K2tlt2) 

(3.30) 
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3.8 Exceptional case of yet more accuracy 

For non-umform gnds, vanablhty of e2 and e3 between computational modules makes it 

ImpossIble to satISfy this consistency comhtlon 

For uniform x-spacmg, with e2 constant and e3 = 0, the consIstency condition (3 30) can 

be divided by u and regarded as a tuning conditIOn that is cubic in At2 (or in e2 = _Ax2) 

o = u2 (u2At2 + e2 - 2h2) ((u2At2 + ~e2 - 5h2) 
2 

- ~q + 15h2e2 - 45h4
) 

+24u2,,2At2 (3u2At2 + 5e2 + 30h2) + 12,,2 (9q + lOh2e2 - 1801<2At2) . (331) 

There can be either one or three real roots for At2 (or for e2 = -Ax2). 

In the hrmt u = 0, the last group of terms in the tumng condition (3.31) leads to the 

single solutIOn: 

(332) 

For the time-step At to be real, tills vanant of the Saul'ev (1958) tunmg (3.28) is restricted 

to Ax > 1.054 hie. to gnd spacing greater than water depth. 

In the limit " = 0, the first hne of (3.31) leads to three real solutIOns for At2. 

(3.33a) 

(333b) 

Two of these tumngs are beyond the classical CFL (Courant-Friednchs-Lewy) condition 

(lulAt ~ Ax) that the dIStance moved in one time-step should be no more than one grid 

spacmg, makmg numerical stability questIOnable. The thtrd tuning, associated WIth the 

rmnus square root, has a restnctlOn Ax > 1 31h if At2 IS to be posItive. 

EquatIOns (332, 333a,b), exemplify that there are circumstances ~ which one more 

order of sche!lle accuracy is ac1nevable. Alas, such circumstances seem elusive and restricted 

to umform grids and an interval ofAx2 for which the cubIC (3.31) has a real positive root 

At2 for general (u, ", h) has not been found. 
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3.9 Stability conditions 

, 
3.9 Stability conditions 

Formal high accuracy between time-steps on a single computational module need not com-

cide WIth computational stability (Mitchell & Griffiths 1980, §2 7). This section addresses 

computatIOnal stablhty for uniform x-spacmg. 

For a Fourier component of the error of amphtude a on a umform gnd 

c(x,tn
) =aexp(-lkx), 

the correspondmg error at the next time-step can be wrItten 

c(x, tn+1) = aRexp(-ikx - Lot.t), 

where the complex multiplier R is the quotient 

D~[exp(-lkx)J - !M~~'U;D~[exp(-ikx)J 
R = Dg[exp(-lkx)] + !M~::,' ut D~[exp(-lkx)J . 

The condition for stability, and avoidIng relative growth of errors, is that IRI2 .;; 1. 

(3.34a) 

(3.34b) 

(3.34c) 

With N = 3 and a umform gnd, the dIfference operators D~, D! and D; apphed to 

exp( -i k x) are equivalent to the multiphers on the right-hand sides 

D~[exp(-ikx)J1 exp(-lkx) = 1 , (335a) 

D![exp( -ikx)J1 exp(-ikx) 
sin akt.x) cos akt.x) 

(335b) = -lk 
!kt.x 2 

D;[exp(-i kx)J1 exp(-ikx) = 
2 sin (!kt.X)2 

(335c) -k 
(!kt.x)2 

Saw-tooth disturbances WIth k t.x = 1f yield D! = 0 WIth R real and zero phase velOCity, 

whatever the real coefficients ut. For the one-vanable KdV test case (3 2) the exact phase 

velOCity is u(l- ~h2k2). With N = 3 the numencal and exact zero phase velocities comcide 
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3.9 Stability conditions 

proVIded that the gnd spacing IS chosen' 

1r 
~x = 61/2h "" 128255h. (336) 

Thus, there IS reasonable accuracy in the phase veloCIty extending well away from k = O. 

However, the grid spacmg (3.36) would be too coarse If the focus of attentIon was the 

short-scale left-propagating oscillatory taIl (Marchant & Smyth 2002) 

For the KdV test case (32) the U: coefficIents (3.24a,b) are reasonably sImple The 

outcome from equation (334c) is that the deviation of IRI2 from unity can be factorised' 

where 

8 

F [3~x2 - 82 (Mx2 - 2h2 + u2~t2(1 - 68) - 6(1 + 28)I<~t)12 

+9u2~x2(1- 28)2~t2(1- 82)82 > 0, 

(3.37a) 

(3.37b) 

(337c) 

The non-negativity of the semi-sme-squared 82 and of the sum of squares F reduce the 

condItIon for stability to the condition for non-negativity of G. 

The linearIty in 82 of G requires the non-negatiVIty at the two extremItIes 82 = 0 (long 

waves) and 82 = 1 (saw-teeth at successIve gnd pomts). At 82 = 0 the non-negativity of 

the drlfuslvity I< suffices to Imply non-negativity of G. At 82 = 1 there are two factors for 

G, both linear in 8. There IS stabihty if both factors have the srune sign For posItive signs, 
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3.10 Numerical results 

the stabihty conrutlOn is that S must satisfy the two inequalIties. 

There is instabihty should one, but not both, of the mequalitles be violated 

(338a) 

(338b) 

For the decay-diffusion equation (Le. u = 0, h = 0 WIth I< > 0) the Crandall (1955) 

scheme YIelds S = t:..x2 /(121< t:..t) > 0 With u = 0 the posltlvity of S is sufficIent to satisfy 

both inequalities (3.38a,b) and to guarantee stabIlIty, whatever the value of t:..x 

The simple selectIOn S = 0 is stable If I< > 0 and the tlIDe-step 18 restricted such that: 

(339) 

This is marginally less stringent than the classical CFL conrution. 

3.10 Numerical results 

The matchmg of the low to moderate-order denvatives ensure that the scheme gIVes the 

best pOSSIble results at long length scales. The severest type of numerical test would involve 

initial condItions at the shortest possIble scale. 

For a unit delta function starting conrution at x = 0, t = 0 the exact solution of the 

linear damped KdV equation (3 2) can be written as a convolution in space of the Gaussian 

(u = 0, h = 0) and AIry (I< = 0) sllnilanty solutions 

c(x, t) 

(3.40) 

The Gaussian has strong decay at large rustances m both directions. The Airy functIOn 
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3.10 Num.erical results 

has strong decay to the far right, but to the far left there IS an mcreasmgly oscillatory 

but decaymg tru!. The convolutIOn c(x, t) eirniblts oscillations to the far left and non

oscillatory decay to the far right (contmuous curves m figures 3.1-33). In the advectlOn 

fumt I< = 0, h = 0 the delta functIOn would propagate to x = ut. 

For the numerical scheme the grid points are taken to be uruformIy spaced x, = • ~x 

The nmt delta function initial condition is discretised as a kick-start· 

1 
co= ~x' <;=0 for i#O att=O (3.41) 

Linear interpolation would be a ramp from zero at x = - ~x nsing to 1 / ~x at x = 0, 

then a reversed ramp down to zero at x = ~x, with composite area nmty. The subsequent 

numencal tests turn out to be more about sensItivity to triangular smoothmg of the IllItlal 

value than about errors from the numerical scheme. 

The chosen numerical coefficients, WIth a non-trivial h are 

.\=0, u=l, 1<=001, h=l, ~x=1.28255, ~t=0.75, 8=000640. (342) 

The small I< has been chosen to give predominance to the AIry regime, because the effective

ness of three-pomt compact schemes m the Gaussian regmle is well-estabhshed (Crandall 

1955, Spotz & Carey 2001). The stability inequalIties (338a,b) are both satIsfied, so the 

numerical scheme is stable. Zero value c = 0 IS IIDposed at distaJIt end points (at ±20~x). 

FIgure 3 1 compares the continuous exact solution with the discrete numerical solutIOn 

at t = ~t. For x < 0 the three-point scheme fruls to resolve the sub-gnd oscillations WIth 

group (or energy) velocity arbitrarily large negative. In the numerical scheme, the choice 

(3 36) of ~x bounds the negative group velocity by that of the saw-tooth oscillations Those 

saw-teeth omy propagate back to about -~x. Thangular smoothmg over (-~x, ~x) of 

the exact solution would almost eliminate the sub-grid oscillations and make the numencal 

scheme look less inadequate for x < o. By contrast, for x ;;. 0 the scheme succeeds in 
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3.10 Numerical results 
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Figure 3 1: At one tune-step after the delta-function start, the three-point numerical scheme 
faIls to resolve the sub-gnd oscillatIOns that propagate rapidly to the left. 

0.50 o S=Sopt Time 4f).t= 30 

0.25 

x 

-0.25 

Figure 3 2 At four time-steps after the delta-function start, a few oscillations to the near 
left are long enough to be resolved and replicated by the three-point numerical scheme. 

accurately replicating the height, position and shape of the nght-propagating pOSitive surge 

Figure 3.2 compares the exact and numencal solutIOns at 4f).t. To the far left the 

three-point scheme contmues to fail in rcsolvmg the sub-grid oscillations. Again, tnangular 

smoothmg over (-Ll.x, Ll.x) of the exact solution would almost remove those oscillations 

and remove the largest errors. The saw-teeth have propagated back to about -4 Ll.x To 

the right of figure 3 2, the solution length scale increases and the scheme accuracy unproves 

The first zero-crossing has just advanced right of x = O. The position of the leading peak 

lags behmd the advection predictIOn It t = 3. Further to the right the forward skewness has 

become more apparent. 

Figure 3.3 compares the exact and numencal solutIOns at 16L1.t. Now that the short-
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3.10 Numerical results 

Figure 3 3 By sixteen time-steps after the delta-function start, several oscillations are long 
enough to be resolved and replicated by the three-pomt numerical scheme 

scale transients have propagated away and the dommant features are longer than the grid 

spacmg, the overall accuracy of the three-point scheme has improved. The saw-teeth and 

some accuracy have propagated back to about -12.1l.x. To the right of x = 0 there are 

now three zero-crossings The peak value is near x = 10, SIgnificantly behmd the advection 

prediction v. t = 12. The forward front remains noticeably skew. 

In the context of water-wave surges from the sea mto estuaries, the exact phase velOCIty 

and the corresponding KdV apprOXImation can be written 

(3.43) 

In the context of water waves, If the conversIOn between dimensionless lengths or depths 

and metres is multiplication by 10 metres, then the conversion between dimensionless times 

and seconds IS multiphcation by 1 01 seconds The numerical coeffiCients (3.42) would cor

respond to an estuary of depth 10 metres and diffUSive damping of 1 m2s-l . The horizontal 

span of the figures would be from -275m to +275m. If the verilCal range of the figures 

were to correspond to the free-surface elevation in metres, then the instantaneous forward 

displacement at t = 0, x = 0 would need to have been 1m. 

The KdV approximation IS only accurate for kh < 1. Zero phase velOCity water waves 

have kh = 00 not kh = 61/ 2• In the water-wave context, the left-propagatmg short-scale 

oscillations in figures 3.1-3.3 are shortconungs of the KdV model It is only the osCIllation 

to the rIght of x = 0 that are phYSically relevant to nndular bores. 
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3.11 Concluding remarks 

With N = 3, a computatIOnal module has too few points III x for the direct numencal 

representatIOn of the KdV 8;c tenn. The oSCillations left of x = ut and the skewness right 

of x = ut would be absent but for that tenn WIule the KdV term cannot be represented 

with N = 3, the effects of the KdV tenn are modelled. 

3.11 Concluding remarks 

This chapter gives a strrughtforward method for the construction of compact schemes. It 

brings together exact time-stepping (Mltchell & Gnffiths 1980) and expansIOns for the error 

in difference apprOXlffiations to denvatives (Bowen & Sffilth 2005a). For the test case of the 

linear damped Korteweg-de Vries equation With computational modules spanning only three 

POllltS III space, the order of truncation and numerical accuracy of the scheme at scales larger 

than gnd spacing go beyond what would usually be expected. The suggestion implicit in this 

chapter is that scheme construction With accuracy beyond usual expectations should also 

be possible for compact computational modules of different sizes, for other linear operators, 

vector dependent variables, non-constant coefficients and several spatial dimensions. 
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4.2 Exact free and approximate forced time-stepping 

differential equation and of corresponding Imear additions to the numerical scheme, can lead 

to a collapse of accuracy Shortening the steps and increasmg the number of grid pomts 

can recover accuracy, but sacnfices the speed advantage of ADI schemes. 

Restoring the accuracy of ADI schemes restores their competitiveness. Beam & Warm

ing (1978) used the method of apprOJomate (spatial) factonsatlOn to derive a second-order 

accurate compact ADI scheme, with three pomts m each spatial direction, for the compress

Ible NaVler-Stokes equations An equivalent method was used by McKee, Wall & Wilson 

(1996) to derive a second order accurate compact ADI scheme for the temperature or con

centration dIstnbution in flow WIth off-dIagonal drlfusIvity. For that problem, SIDlth & Tang 

(2001) used Fonner methods to increase the accuracy to thIrd order, but with restrictions to 

unifonn grid spacing and to two dImensions. The increasing non-linearity from low to high 

order, of the optimal scheme coeffiCIents m equations (2.4b,c,d) of SIDlth & Tang (2001) 

explains the inadequacy of linear addition of tenns to the numerical scheme 

As an alternatIve to Fourier methods, and WIthout any restnctlOn to unifonn spacmg, 

Bowen & SmIth (2005a) gIVe denvatlve expansions for the fimte dIfference counterparts to 

spatial derIvatives The purpose of the present chapter is to excmplify the ease with which 

derIvative expanSIOns lead to optinIally accurate ADI schemes. Numencal comparisons 

WIth the McKee, Wall & WIlson (1996) scheme and other three-pomt compact methods, are 

conducted in serial with a 21 x 21 x 21 grid for decay-advectIOn-drlfusion m three dImenSIOns. 

Relative to non-ADI schemes there is a 20-fold speed up. For the chosen parameter values, 

there is also a 12-fold accuracy Improvement 

4.2 Exact free and approximate forced time-stepping 

In operator notation, a forced Imear evolutIOn equatIOn can be denoted· 

atc + l c(x, t) = q(x, t). (4.1) 
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4.2 Exact free and approximate forced time-stepping 

For the chosen illustrative example of the decay-advection-diffusion equation in three dI-

mensions, c(x, t) is the concentration at position x = (XI, x2, xa) and time t. The hnear 

operator is 

l= A+U· V - V .f<,. V T , (42) 

where A is the decay rate, U = (u I, U2, U3) is the flow vector, 

f<, = (::: :: ::: 1 
1£13 1t23 1£33 

(4.3) 

IS the symmetric dIffusIOn matrix, and V = W ... 8x" 8xa )T denotes the derivative column 

vector For the imtial value problem to be well-posed, the dIffusion matrix 1<.) must be 

positive definite Throughout thiS chapter, the subscnpt • mdlcates the spatial directIon 

whereas superscripts n and n+l refer to time-levels. 

For a two time-level compact computatIonal module the reference locatIon x:'; (centroid) 

at which the spatial derivatives 8x• are performed at time tn , need not comcide WIth the 

reference location xc+! (centroid) at time tn+ 1 = tn + ~t. The vector dIsplacement between 

those reference locations (centroids) can be used to define a veloCIty 

U At _xn+l xn 
G~ - G - G· (4.4) 

For each compact computational module, usmg a local coordInate system moving at velocity 

ne elnnmates the dIsplacement in reference locatIOns Computationally, U - Ue replaces U 

m the operator t. To avoid lengthening the expressions for scheme coefficients, henceforth 

where U is wntten U - ne is imphed. 

As explored by MitchelI & Gnffitbs (1980, chapter 2) and by Cox & Matthews (2002), 
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4.3 Factorised spatial discretisation 

the exact evolutlOn between tIme-levels tn and tn+l = tn +!It IS given by' 

(At 
c"+1(x) = exp (-!lU) en (x) + 10 exp (-(!It - r)l) q(x,tn + r)dr. (4.5) 

The exponential of an operator IS formally defined Via Taylor senes 

exp (-!lU) = f: (_~t)n en , 
n=O 

(46) 

and IS of infinIte order m the denvatives a / ax,. It leads to exponential non-lmeanty in 

-'\!It and polynomial non-lmearity m 1<", It, for the numerical scheme. A two time-level 

interpolatIOn model for the forcing integrand is 

The resulting exact free and approximate forced time-stepping equation IS 

en+1(x) _ !1ltqn+1(x) = exp (-!lU) {en(x) + !!ltqn(x)} . (4.8) 

TIme dependence merely requires the replacement of l hy the average I between time-levels 

tn and tn+1 = tn + !It. For ease of exposItion, henceforth the operator l is assumed to be 

mdependent of positlOn (see §1 3) 

4.3 Factorised spatial discretisation 

The essence of ADI schemes is the spatial factorisatIOn (Peaceman & Rachford 1955; Douglas 

1955; Mitchell & Fairweather 1964; Beam & Warmmg 1978; Mitchell & Gnffiths 1980, §2 12; 

McKee, Wall & WIlson 1996) For N arbItrary constant coefficient ffifferential operators 

M. = I +!It 2:m,,p~., With Ithe IdentIty operator, and With l specIfied by equation (4 2), 
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4.3 Factorised spatial discretisation 

the exact free and apprOXImate forced time-steppmg (48) is eqUlvalent to 

N 

IT M,exp ([u.ox. -1< .. 0;.] !.:It) {cn+l(x) - !.:ltqn+l(x)} 

= exp (-,\ .:It) {g M, exp ([-u,ox. + ,.,,0;.] ~.:lt) 
N 

+ IT M,exp ([-u.ox. + ,..,0;.] !.:It) 

In the one-dimensional case, the off-dJagonal drlfus1VIty term would be absent and the 

product of exponentials would be restricted to a single x, exponential. The product I1 M, 

1S a (non-normalIsed) projectIOn of the exact time-stepping 

A general template for a derivat1ve expansion is 

ft (1+ !.:It ~ u;~o:.) {c"+l(x) - !.:ltqn+l(x)} 

= exp (->..:It) {fi (1- !.:It ~ u;:;,a:,) 

+ 2.:lt L ... L U(P1, ... ,PN)a:: ... a:Z} {c"(x) + !.:ltqn(x)}. (410) 
Pl=O PN=O 

The decay term is exponential in -,\ .:It. The single-drrection coeffiCIents U,~p are polynomial 
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4.3 Factorised spatial discretisation 

ill u. and in diagonal K .. but bnear ill the adjustable constants m.,p 

U.~ ±!K?Llt -lU~K .. Llt2 ± I~2 u:Llt3 + m.,I u,Llt2 (it u~ Llt Of !K .. ) 

+m.,2Llt (-K .. ± !u~ Llt) + m.,3u,Llt ± 2m.,4. 

(4 Ha) 

(4 Hb) 

(4.Hd) 

In §4 5 It is shown that to the requisIte accuracy U(p".. ,PN) have elementary expresslOns 

illvolvmg U'-I' U.-2 and off-m agonal K,) , , 

For compact finite differences with P pomts in all coordinate mrections, there are fimte 

mfference counterparts Di to derivatives O!:, at the reference locatlOn ~ WIth 0 ,,; P ,,; P-1 

(Fomberg 1988, Corless & Rolacki 1996). A compact AD! finite difference counterpart to 

the denvatIve expansion (4.10) is slffiply 

(4.12) 

Upper-case quantities C"(x), Qn(x) are used to distingnish the computed discrete numencal 

values from the lower-case contmuous variables cn(x), qn(x) On the last hne, the notatIon 

indIcates that the summatlOn over p" ... , PN is restricted to total denvatlve order up to P. 

The accuracy of the scheme relates to the magnitude of the errors The next sectIOn 

illustrates that the absence of counterparts to u.~pa: ... U'~2p_2a;p-2 from the scheme 

(4.12) can be rectified with the selection of m.,I ... m.,2P-2 
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4.4 Three-point difference approximations to derivatives 

4.4 Three-point difference approximations to derivatives 

For three points, the .·coordmates for the grid and reference points are denoted x;, x" xi 

and x. Three-point difference operators from appendix A that approximate the identity, 

first derivative and second denvative at x. are. 

(x. - x.)(xi - X.)C (x;-) + (x; - x.) (xi - x.)C (x.) 
(x. -x.) (x. -xt) (x. -x.) (x. -xt) 

(x; - x.)(x. - x.)C (xt) 
+ (xi - x. )(xi - x,) , 

(x. + xi - 2 X.) C (x;-) 
(x;- - x.) (x. - xi) 

(x;- + x. - 2 X.) C (xi) 
(xi - x. ) (xi - x.) 

(x;- +xi - 2 X.) C(x.) 
(x. - x. ) (x. - xt) 

2C (x;) 2C (x.) 
(x. - x.) (x. - xt) + (x. - x. ) (x. - xn 

2C(xt) 
+ (xi - x. ) (xi - x.) . 

(413a) 

(413b) 

(4.13c) 

The optimal scheme cannot depend upon X •• However, there is x.-dependence in the way 

that scheme lS represented m tenus of D!,. 

Chapter 2 derives derivative expansions for the errors in tenus of the P elementary 

symmetric functions m the displacements. For three pomts the illsplacements are denoted 

a: = x: - X., Wlth • denotmg +, null or -. The lmear, quadrat.c and cubic elementary 

symmetric functions are: 

(4.14) 

In the error expanslOns m appendix D, e.,l occurs more frequently than the higher degree 

elementary symmetric functlOns To set e.,l = 0 and achieve the consequent simphfications, 

it is henceforth assumed that for each three-point computational module, the reference pomt 

is the centrOld i e x. = lex;- + x. +xi). W,th tills assumption, e.,2 is strictly negative and 
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4.4 Three-point difference approximations to derivatives 

can be interpreted as minus the effectIve mean-square spaCIng. For regular spacmg dx, the 

centrOld is x. = x, and the elementary symmetnc functions are e,,2 = _dx2 and e,,3 = 0 

WIth the x. at the centroid, the derivatIve expansions from appendIx B become 

DO • I I a3 + ije,,3 x, 1 a5 
- 120 e,,2e,,3 x. + .. , (415a) 

Dl • ax• 
1 a3 1 a4 1 2 a5 

- ijf;,2 x, + 24 t;.,3 x, + 120 e.,2 x. + ... , (415b) 

D2 • a2 
x. 

1 a4 1 a5 
- 12 e ,,2 x, + 60 e,,3 x, + . . . (415c) 

Hence, term-by-term compact modelling of the partial dIfferentIal equatIOn would give spa

tial errors of third order. For D~ the derivative order of error tenns IS the same as therr 

polynomIal power In the msplacements ThIs derivatIve and power dual meanIng of 'order' 

transfers to the gnd POInt accuracy of the numerical scheme. 

The one-mmensional matching at order a~. of the derivatIve expansion (4 10) to the 

<hfference scheme (4.12), YIelds the n+l and n pair of matching conmtions 

At order a:., the derivative and <hfference matching slnfts one term along to' 

!dtU.~ 

-! dtU.-;4 

(4.16a) 

(416b) 

(416c) 

(416d) 

The matchIng (4 16a-d) involves the elementary synIIDetric functions at two tIme-levels 

It is convenient to define tIme averages and semi-mfferences, 

2 
(417) 
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4.4 Three-point difference approximations to derivatives 

where * denotes 1, 2 or 3. On a fixed grid e". = e"., e;,. = 0 

The fonnulae (4 Ha-d) hnking U:p to m"p, convert the thlrd-order matching (4.16a,b) 

to a pair of hnear equations ill m.,2 and m,,3. The solution for m',2, 

(4.18) 

becomes singular ill the pure-dIffusIOn hmlt as u, tends to zero. This faIlure can be rectIfied 

if m,,! is restricted to the one-parameter family 

m.,1 = -F, - B,u" (419a) 

where B, is an adjustable constant (pOSSIbly zero) and 

(4. 19b) 

On a fixed grid Po is zero 

WIth the restricted structure (4 19a,b) for m,,}, there is not a singularIty ill m.,2. For 

arbitrary B., the thIrd-order scheme coeffiCIents are given by. 

U,~ = u, 'F 2 (F, + B,u,), , 

± 212 e,,2 ( e~'2) 
U,,2 = -"' .. - u,F,At - B,u,At ± jiu,At'F 3At 'F 2B, "' .. - 3At 

(4.20a) 

(4.20b) 

The third-order matchmg also determilles m.,3, U'~3 but these are not needed drrectly 

in the finite difference scheme nor in the evaluation of the mixed-direction coefficients 

U(PI, ... ,PN) as perfonned m §4 5. 

Fourth-order matchmg (4 16c,d) gives the optimal value of the parameter B,: 

(4.21a) 
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4.5 Mixed-direction coefficients 

where 

I 

t, (
5 2 A e,,2) , (3 A 3 - A ') F. jiu, ut + 3 t.t e,,2 - u, ut + e,,2u,ut + e,,3 , , (421b) 

2 e'~,2 , , 
3 

A + u,es 3 -6Itn es2 ' ut ' , g. (421c) 

On a fixed grid tu g, are both zero. WIth thIS optimal choice for S, the scheme is referred 

to as the S = Sup< scheme With a non-optimal chOIce S, = 0, the scheme IS referred to as 

the S = So scheme There is striking non-linearIty of Sup< in u" "' .. and e,,2' Fourth-order 

matching also determrnes m,,4, U,74 but these are not needed Smith (2000) gave a Founer 

denvatlOn of the results (4 20a,b, 4.21a-c) 

For umform spacmg and zero flow, there IS inverse dependence on """ 

(422) 

and the scheme coefficients (4 20a, b, 4 21a-c) gIve the one-dImensional optimal scheme of 

Crandall (1955) or the Mitchell & Fairweather (1964) optllIDsation of the Peaceman & 

Rachford (1955) and Douglas (1955) AD! schemes 

4.5 Mixed-direction coefficients 

The mixed-direction coefficients U(p" ... ,PN) with P."; 2 are sought, such that 

PI+ +VN=3 

L U(p" ... , PN )8%; ... 8%Z + fourth and higher order derivatIves 
p.+ +PN=2 

N 

2 ~t IT { 1+ t.t L m"p8%, } exp ( [-u.8x, + "",a;.] ! t.t) 
1=1 

(423a) 
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4.5 Mixed-direction coefficients 

The low level of truncation penmts the replacement of the M.-exponential products by 

low-order denvatives, and the expansion of the off-diagonal exponential 

N N N 

"" IT (1- !~tU'~18x. - !~tU'~28~.) LLl<3k8x,8xo' 
1=1 3=1 k>] 

The expansion can be wntten 

N N 

"" LLI<3k (8x, - !~tU3~18~,) (8xo - !~tUk,18~.) 
3=1 k>J 

N N N 

-!~t LL L 1<3kU.~18x.8x,8x. 
3=1 k>3'h,k 

+ fourth and Ingher order denvatlves. 

Corresponding to (4.23c), the N = 3 compact ADI scheme can be written 

3 

IT (DO + !~tU+ Dl + !~tU+ D2) {C"+1(X) - !~tQn+1(X)} 
1 2 1,1' 2 ,.2' 2 

1=1 

exp(-~~t) {IT (D? - !~tU~ID: - !~tU'~2D?) 
=1 

+2~t [1<12(D~-!~tUi;IDO (D~-!~tU';:ID~)D~ 

+1<13 (D~ - !~tUi;IDO Dg (D~ - !~tU3,ID~) 

+1<23D~ (D~ - !~tU;:ID~) (D~ - !~tU3,IDn 

-!M (1<12U3,1 + 1<13U2;1 + 1<23Ui;I) D~ D~D~]} 

x {C"(X) + !~tQn(X)} . 

Formally, the errors are of fourth order WIth S. arbItrary 
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4.6 ADI solution 

The N = 3 McKee, Wall & Wilson (1996) scheme, with decay meluded, is 

3 

IT (D? + !.6.tu.D~ - !.6.t""D~) {C"+!(x) - !.6.tQn+!(x)} 

= exp (-.\.6.t) {g (D? - !.6.tu.D~ + !.6.t""D~) 
+2.6.t [1<12DtD~Dg + 1<13DtDgD~ + 1<23D~D~Dm 

(425) 

The simphclty of the coefficients, as compared WIth the optImal ADI scheme (4.24), comes 

WIth a loss of accuracy that is quantified in §4.8. 

4.6 ADI solution 

The nght-hand side of the scheme (424) consists of known values from the n time-step. As 

elaborated by Mltchell & Griffiths (1980, §2.12), the factorised structure of the left-hand 

side of the scheme (4.24) allows for fast solution, by solving sets of tri-dlagonal systems 

The scheme is solved in three alternatmg-dIrectlOn unpliCIt (ADI) stages. Assummg n, 

pomts along each dimension, there is a total of nln2 + nlna + n2na tri-diagonal systems to 

be solved, eIther in senal or parallel. 

For definiteness, the XI sweeps are performed first. The quasi-concentration en +!, 

asSOCIated WIth the central grid pomt of the computatIOnal module, is the solutIOn over all 
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4.6 ADI solution 

the gnd pomts of the n2 x n3 tn-diagonal systems: 

( DO + !AtU+ D1 + !AtU+ D2) Cn+1 1 2 1,1 1 2 1,2 1 

exp(-'xAt) {g (D? - ~AtU'~lD~ - ~AtU'~2D~) 
+2At [1<12 (Dt - ~AtUi;lDO (D~ - ~AWz'lD~) Dg 

+1<13 (Dt - ~AtUi;lD~) Dg (D~ - ~AtU3,lDn 

+1<23D~ (D~ - ~AtU2,lD~) (D~ - ~AtU3,tD~) 

-~At (1<12U3,1 + 1<13U2,1 + 1<23Ui;1) Dt D~D~]} 
X {C"(x) + ~At Qn(x)} . (426a) 

For defimteness, the X2 sweeps are perfonned next. Another quasi-concentration Cn+1 , 

associated with the central grid pomt of the computational module, is the solution over all 

the gnd pomts of the n1 x n3 tri-diagonal systems: 

(4.26b) 

Fmally, the X3 sweeps gIve the actual concentration Cn+!, by solving the n1 X n2 tri-

dtagonal systems: 

(DO +! AtU+ D1 + !AtU+ D2) {Cn+1(x) _ !AtQn+!(x)} - en+! 3 2L.l. 3,1 3 2 3,2 3 2 -. (426c) 

Tri-diagonal systems can be solved very quickly using standard methods (Mttchell & Gnf

fiths 1980, §25; Rtchtmyer & Morton 1967, §8 5). The structure ensures no couplmg be-

tween systems. At each of the N stages, the left-hand side operates m Just one dimension 

Thus, the systems can be solved m parallel and split amongst processors. To advance the 

solutIOn by a time-step, the computatIOnal running time is proportional to 2 N times the 

total number of points, and is inversely proportional to the number of processors mvolved. 
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4.7 Stability conditions 

4.7 Stability conditions 

With a fixed grid and zero off-diagonal diffusion, the growth factor fur the 3D case is of the 
" 

form (1.32) and so the stability calculation mvolves findmg sufficient condItIOns such that 

the inequality (1.34) IS satisfied. For this case (1.34) IS a lengthy expression of the form 

(C 6), and hence the mequahtles (C 8) are applied to split the solution into smaller parts. 

After removing constant factors and factors that are non-negative by definition (such as 1<,,, 

t>x, and t>t), the inequalities (C.8) for the 3D case become' 

3 . "'1 ;;. 0, 7: "'2 ;;. 0, 19: "'3 ;;. 0, 

16 "'2f33 + 1<331'2 ;;. 0, 20 . "'3f31 + 1<111'3 ;;. 0, 22 : "'3132 + 1<221'3 ;;. 0, 

15: 1'1 (1<22f33 + 1<33132) + "'1 (f32f33 + 144t>t21<221<33) ;;. 0, 

17 : 1'2 (1<11 f3a + 1<33f3d + "'2 (f31f3a + 144t>t21<111<33) ;;. 0, 

23 : 1'3 (1<11132 + K22f3r) + "'3 (f31f32 + 144t>t2KllK22) ;;. 0, 

18: f33 (0<11'2 + 0<21'1) + K33 (I'n2 + 144t>t20<10<2) ;;. 0, 

24: 132 (o<n3 + 0<3')'1) + K22 (I'n3 + 144t>t20<10<3) ;;. 0, 

26: f31 (0<21'3 + 0<31'2) + K11 (1'21'3 + 144t>t2"'20<3) ;;. 0, 
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4.S NU1nerical results 

- InequalIties 1, 2, 4 and 10 are l=ediateIy satIsfied and have been OImtted The inequalItIes 

(4 27) are satisfied if the followmg quantities are non-negatIve. 

n, 

7, = 12~t (3S; (u~~t3 + 4";'~t) + 2S,K" (2u?~t2 + ~x?) + 3";'~t) 

+ (~x? - u?~t2)2 . 

(428a) 

(428b) 

(428c) 

In the absence of off-diagonal diffusion terms, the conditions for numerical stabIhty are 

mhented from the N one-dimenSIOns! cases. In particular, for the 3D case WIth uniform 

spacmg, (4 28a-c) show that for each dIrection, S, ~ 0 together with the classic CFL 

(Courant-Frledrichs-Lewy) conditIOn 1u,I~t ~ ~x, are sufficient conditions for stability 

For zero flow and uniform spacing, the well-posed requirement that the diffusion matrix 1<., 
be positive definite IS also a sufficient condition for numerical stability (McKee & Mitchell 

1970, Smith & Tang 2001). 

4.8 Numerical results 

To compare the S = Supt and S = So schemes to other schemes, a restnction IS made to 

umformly spaced gnds with D? = 1. Standard error norms are introduced 

It = --,p::----, 12 = (429) 
Dc(tn)1 

where p = nln2n3 denotes the total number of gnd points and summation or maximum 

is over all of the gnd points Error norms near zero are desIrable and above umty are 

extremely bad. 

For umform spacing, the S = Supt and S = So schemes and the McKee, Wall & Wilson 

so 



4.8 Numerical results 

(1996) scheme in (4 25) are tested agamst a 3D forward-tune O-method time-averaged spatial 

derivatives scheme, written in drlference operator notatIOn as 

C"+! -MJ.tC" 3 -;t + L [u.{e->'~t (1- 0) DI[C"] +6Dt[C"+!]} 
1=1 

-I<" {e->'~t (1 - 0) D?[C"] + OD? [C"+i] }] = o. (4.30) 

The values used are 0 = 0 (explicit), 0 = ! (Crank-Nicolson) and 0 = 1 (fully implicit). 

For large grids the Crank & Nicolson (1947) and fully imphclt schemes, as wntten, are 

unsuitable for general use due to the matrix system that has to be solved. Here, the modest 

number of gnd points along With MathematlCa's sparse array routmes make the run-time 

of these compansons bearable. Methods to drrectly convert the O-methods into a faster 

ADI structure would only reduce their accuracy yet further 

Point source tests are used due to the severe stram they cause numerical schemes. An 

imtial pomt source of umt strength is placed ID the centre gnd pomt and left to advect and 

diffuse The boundary values are held at zero 

The first test is of pure chffusion With the parameters (making all schemes stable): 

~t=02, ~x=l, ),=0, u=v=w=O, 

1<11 = 1<22 = 1<33 = 0.8, 1<12 = 1<13 = 1<23 = o. (431a) 

The gnd size is 21 x 21 x 21 i e 9261 pomts The error norms are shown in table 4 l. 

The 0 = 0 exphClt scheme is always less accurate than the other schemes. For zero flow 

and zero off-diagonal diffusion, odd derivatives in any directIOn are absent. Instead of the 

designed third order errors, the 0 = ! and McKee, Wall & Wtlson (1996) schemes, have 

errors of fourth order. Their accuracy matches that of the S = So scheme, that is designed 

to have fourth-order errors. In the absence of off-diagonal drlfusion, the S = Sop! scheme is 

designed to have fifth order errors. However, for zero flow It has errors of sixth order and 
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4.8 Numerical results 

I TIme I Scheme 11 h I TIme I Scheme 11 h 
flt 8 = 8op< 0.0926 0.1051 01163 flt 8 = 8op< 0.0644 00632 00720 

8=80 06893 0.4736 04936 8=80 06461 04091 04467 
0=0 10373 09547 0.8860 0=0 10409 10095 08624 
0="1" 0.1824 0.0935 00724 O=~ 0.3200 0.2495 0.2593 
0=1 0.5017 0.4920 05195 0=1 0.6464 06844 08002 

McKee 0.2181 0.1672 01713 McKee 03375 02119 01443 

4flt 8 = 8op< 00229 00262 0.0484 4flt 8 = 8op< 00347 00359 00442 
8=80 0.1544 0.1305 02110 8=80 0.1483 0.1235 0.1897 
0=0 0.7451 0.6490 04515 0=0 0.8268 0.8140 0.7320 
(;1=1; 0.1698 0.2011 03951 0=1; 02969 03159 04186 
0=1 03278 05825 1.4831 0=1 04678 07002 16243 

McKee 0.1721 02210 04782 McKee 03968 0.3445 0.4797 

16flt 8 = 8op< 0.0011 0.0010 00020 16M 8 = 8op< 0.0092 00100 00110 
8=80 00395 00371 00663 8=80 00395 00356 00611 
0=0 02643 02457 0.2371 0=0 03422 03597 04697 
O=~ 0.0395 0.0407 00806 O=~ 0.1262 0.1223 0.1765 
0=1 0.0870 0.1080 02539 0=1 0.2340 02498 03259 

McKee 00397 00416 0.0839 McKee 03850 03759 04884 

Table 4.1: DiffusJon test (431a) Table 4.2. Advection-diffusion test (4 31 b) 

coinCIdes with the Mltchell & Fairweather (1964) optimal scheme for pure diffusion After 

sIXteen time-steps the optimal scheme IS about a factor of forty superior to the alternatives 

Table 4 2 contams the error nOTIns. For the (;I = 0 and 8 = 80 schemes the error norms 

are similar to those in the zero flow case. The other schemes suffer substantial drops in 

accuracy The 8 = 8op< scheme remains the most accurate, foIIowed by 8 = 80. At sixteen 

time-steps the 0 = ~ scheme has error norms between 12 and 16 times Optllllal. The error 

norms for the remaining schemes are larger. The second test mcludes advectlOn 

flt=02, flx=l, )..=0, u=v=w=l, 

I<u = 1<22 = 1<33 = 0.8, 1<12 = 1<13 = 1<23 = o. (4.31b) 

F'1gure 4.1 shows the solution after Sixteen time-steps for the second test, along the arbitrar-
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4.8 Numerical results 

I Tune I Scheme 11 h 
tlt 8 - 80pt 0.2286 01552 0.0944 

8-80 0.9702 0.4971 02560 
McKee 0.4872 0.3012 02283 

4tlt 8 - 80pt 00485 0.0540 00893 
8=80 04550 03081 02642 
McKee 04458 03136 0.4004 

16tlt 8 - 80pt 00154 00164 00271 
8-80 0.0546 00365 00483 
McKee 0.3844 0.3158 03584 

Table 4 3: Off-diagonal test (4 31) 

ily chosen slice x = 8, .. ,20 With Y = 11, z = 11. The 8 = 80pt scheme is indIstinguishable 

from the contmuous exact curve. For clanty, the plots for the other schemes are jomed by 

dotted lInes. The Jaggedness of the (J = 0 explICit scheme is a reminder of the vulnerability 

of that scheme to numencal instability. The relative proximity of the numerical results to 

the continuous exact curve does not fully conform with the error norms. In figure 4 1, the 

McKee, Wall & WIlson (1996) results looks bett~r than eith~r the (J = 0 or (J = 1 r~sults, 

although the error norms would suggest the opposite. 

The third test mcorporates both advectIon and off-diagonal diffusion: 

tlt = 0.2, Ax=l, u=v=w=l, 

1<11 = 0.8, 1<22 = 1 , 1<33 = 0 8, 1<12 = 0 4, 1<13 = 1<23 = O. (4.31c) 

Table 4 3 controns the error nonns for the suitably versatile 8 = 8opt, 8 = 80 and McKee, 

Wall & WIlson (1996) schemes. After sixteen tinle-steps, the respective error nonns are 

approXimately m the ratio 1 . 3 20. 

The tests were carried out in serial usmg Mathematica The 8 = 8opt, 8 = 80 and 

McKee, Wall & WIlson (1996) ADI-schemes were approXimately 20 times faster per time

step than non-ADI schemes, not taking into account the speed increase that would be 
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4.9 Concluding remarks 

0.0014 
o S=Sopt Tune 16.6.t = 3 2 
• S=So 0 

0.0012 .8=0 
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FIgure 4.1 Numencal and exact results WIth flow and dIffusion 

attained by running the AD! schemes in parallel. 

Formally the S = Sap! and S = So schemes both have IllIXed-direction errors at fourth 

order. The above tests are suggestive that by eliminatmg uni-mrectional a:. errors, the 

S = Sap! scheme is conSlstently more accurate than the S = So scheme 

4.9 Concluding remarks 

An accurate eompact finite dIfference scheme has been presented, that is structured m 

such a way that It has the potential to be explOIted on parallel computers. Through the 

use of three-pomt dIfference operators and denvatlve expansIons for the error, the scheme 

is straightforward to denve and simple to program. The Ingh speed at which the tri-

diagonal scheme can be solved, even on a serial eomputer, should not be underestimated 

The running time scales linearly with the total number of gnd points and mversely to the 

number of processors used. 
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~ ~------------------------------------~ 
Conclusion 

A toolkit for deriVIng hIgh-order parallehsable schemes has been presented along with nu

mencal schemes, and results, for the ID and 3D decay-advectlOn-diffuslOn equations and the 

ID lInear KdV equatIon. The toolkit allows for the simple derivation of multi-dimensional 

schemes III terms of ID dIfference operators. A simple recurrence relatIOn gIves the errors 

of these operators and it is the knowledge of these errors that allows lugh-order schemes 

to be denved In a strroghtforward manner. The benefits of high-order schemes are clear, 

the results are signIficantly more accurate offering the possibilIty of increasing time-steps 

and/or decreasmg grid resolution whilst retroning results as good as, or better, than those 

given by other schemes 

Along WIth accuracy, a major area of concern with any scheme is the solution tIme. For 

this reason the schemes involve solving tn-diagonal systems and, In lugher dImensions, an 

ADI structure is enforced. With this structure in place the compact module stIlI provides 

enough degrees of freedom to derive lugh-order schemes and the speed benefit of sum a 

structure should not be underestimated Even when runmng in serial, the solutIon in any 

number of dimensIOns involves solving repeated tn-dIagonal systems, an operation that is 

very fast and leads to a solutIOn tIme that scales hnearly with the total number of grid 

POInts, however many dimensIOns are involved. When running in parallel, the process of 

solving these schemes can be shared 3Jllongst multIple processors and thus the speed of 

solution increases proportIOnally With parallel computers becoming more commonplace, 
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even avmlable as desktop systems, schemes that can take advantage of thIS situatIOn will 

become increasingly desirable 

ConditIOns sufficient for stability in certam cases have been denved. These are typically 

related to the clasSical CFL conrntlOn along with a conrntion on the high-order parameter / s 

of the scheme. If the high-order condition is not met, the schemes can still be used by 

setting the relevant parameter to a given value, such as zero. As the results show this still 

proVides highly accurate results 

There are many ways in which tins work can be continued. The methods can be apphed 

to different equations and in various dimenSiOns. The module size can be experimented with, 

smce the toollat works WIth any number of pomts. Non-tnVlal boundary conrntions can 

be used to model different problems and research into applying the methods to non-hnear 

problems, perhaps even on completely irregular gnds, can take place 

In practice it is the time reductIOns available that will ensure the work presented replaces 

the standard fimte difference methods in the future. It is a stark reahty that in busmess, 

time costs money, and in medlcme and weather predictions, time costs lIves so any methods 

that can Improve On those currently used, such as those presented here, should be sturned 

and applied 
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AA Three-point formulae 

A.4 Three-point formulae 

Do[J] = 
a2a31 (XI) ala31 (X2) a,a21 (X3) 

(al -1Y.2) (al -a3) + (a2 -al) (a2 -a3) + (a3 -al) (a3 -a2) , 
(a2 + a3) I (XI) (al + "'3) I (X2) (al + a2) I (X3) 

(a, - a2) (al - (3) (a2 -aJ) (a2 -a3) (a3 - al) (a3 - (2) , 

21 (XI) + 21 (X2) + ..,--_2.!../".,(X,..::3!....) _-,-
(al - (2) (al -a3) (a2 - al) (a2 -a3) (a3 -al) (a3 -a2) 

A.5 Four-point formulae 

Do[J] = 

Dd/] = 

D3[J] 

(al -a2) (al - (3) (al -a4) 
ala2a41 (X3) 

("'2 -al) (a2 - (3) (a2 - (4) 
ala2a31 (X4) 

(a2a3 + a2a4 + a3(4) I (XI) (ala3 + ala4 + a3a4) I (X2) 
(al - (2) (al - (3) (al - a4) + 7( a-'2'--'::a-'I')7( a'-2~--'-a3~)'-:( a:!2-'----'--'a"'.) 

(ala2 + a,a4 + a2(4) I (X3) (a,a2 + ala3 + a2a3) I (X.) 
+ (a3 - al) (a3 - (2) (a3 -a.) + (a4 - al) (a. - (2) (a4 - (3) , 

(al - (2) (al - (3) (al - a.) 
2 (al + a2 + a.) I (X3) 

(a2 - al) (a2 - (3) (a2 - a.) 
2 (al + a2 + (3) I (X4) 

61 (xI) + 61 (X2) 
(a, -a2) ("'I - "'3) (a, - a.) ("'2 -a,) (a2 - "'3) ("'2 - a4) 

(A3a) 

(A3b) 

(A 3c) 

(A4a) 

(AAb) 

(A4c) 

+ 61 (X3) + 61 (x.) (A 4d) 
(a3 - al) (a3 - a2) (a3 - a.) (a. -al) (a4 -a2) (a. - "'3) . 
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A.6 Five-point formulae 

A.6 Five-point formulae 

Doll] = 

DtIf] = 

("'1 - "'2) ("'1 - "'3) ("'1 - "'4) ("'1 - "'5) 
+ "'1"'3"'4"'51 (X2) 

("'2 - "'Il ("'2 - "'3) ("'2 - "'4) ("'2 - "'5) 
+~ __ ~~"'~I~"'~2"'=4~"'~s~/~(X~3~)~ ____ ~ 

("'3 - "'1) ("'3 - "'2) ("'3 - "'4) ("'3 - "'5) 
+ "'1"'2"'3"'51 (X4) 

("'4 - "'1) ("'4 - "'2) ("'4 - "'3) ("'4 - "'5) 
"'1"'2"'3"'41 (xs) 

("'2"'3"'4 + "'2"'3"'5 + "'2"'4"'5 + "'3"'4"'5) I (xIl 
("'1 - "'2) ("'1 - "'3) ("'1 - "'4) ("'1 - "'5) 

("'1"'3"'4 + "'1"'3"'5 + "'1"'4"'5 + "'3"'4"'5) I (X2) 
("'2 - "'1) ("'2 - "'3) ("'2 - "'4) ("'2 - "'5) 

("'1"'2"'4 + "'1"'2"'5 + "'1"'4"'5 + "'2"'4"'5) I (X3) 
("'3 - "'Il ("'3 - "'2) ("'3 - "'4) ("'3 - "'5) 

("'1 "'2"'3 + "'1 "'2"'5 + "'1 "'3"'5 + "'2"'3"'5) I (X4) 
("'4 - "'Il ("'4 - "'2) ("'4 - "'3) ("'4 - "'5) 

("'1"'2"'3 + "'1"'2"'4 + "'1"'3"'4 + "'2"'3"'4) I (xs) 
("'5 - "'1) ("'5 - "'2) ("'5 - "'3) ("'5 - "'4) 

2 ("'2"'3 + "'2"'4 + "'2"'5 + "'3"'4 + "'3"'5 + "'4"'5) I (Xl) 
("'1 - "'2) ("'1 - "'3) ("'1 - "'4) ("'1 - "'5) 

2 (<>1"'3 + "'1"'4 + "'1"'5 + "'3"'4 + "'3"'5 + "'4"'5) I (X2) + 
("'2 - "'1) ("'2 - "'3) ("'2 - "'4) ("'2 - "'5) 

2 ("'1"'2 + "'1"'4 + "'1"'5 + "'2"'4 + "'2"'5 + "'4"'5) I (X3) + 
("'3 - "'Il ("'3 - "'2) ("'3 - "'4) ("'3 - "'5) 

2 ("'1"'2 + "'1"'3 + "'1"'5 + "'2"'3 + "'2"'5 + "'3"'5) I (X4) + 
("'4 - "'1) ("'4 - "'2) ("'4 - "'3) ("'4 - "'5) 

2 ("'1 "'2 + "'1 "'3 + "'1 "'4 + "'2"'3 + "'2"'4 + <>3"'4) I (xs) 
+ ("'5 - "'Il ("'5 - "'2)("'5 - "'3)("'5 - "'4) , 
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A.6 Five-point formulae 

(0'1 - 0'2) (0'1 - 0'3) (0'1 - 0'4) (0'1 - as) 
6 (0'1 + <>3 + <>4 + as) f (X2) 

(<>2 - <>1) (<>2 - <>3) (<>2 - 0'4) (0'2 - <>5) 
6 (<>1 + <>2 + <>4 + as) / (X3) 

(<>3 - <>1) (<>3 - <>2) (<>3 - "4) ("3 - "'5) 
6 (0'1 + "'2 + 0'3 + as) f (X4) 

(<>4 - <>1) (<>4 - <>2) (0'4 - 0'3) (0'4 - "'5) 
6 (<>1 + <>2 + <>3 + 0'4) f (xs) 

24/(xt} 
(<>1 - <>2) (<>1 - <>3) ("1 - <>4) (<>1 - "'5) 
+~ __ ~~ __ 24~/~(~X2~) __ ~ ____ ~ 

(<>2 - <>1) (0'2 - <>3) ("'2 - 0'4) (<>2 - <>5) 
+ 24/(X3) 

("'3 - <>1) (0'3 - <>2) (0'3 - 0'4) (<>3 - "'5) 
+ 24/ (X4) 

(0'4 - <>1) (<>4 - <>2) (<>4 - <>3) (<>4 - as) 
+ 24/(xs) 
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I B Appendix _________________ -' 

Finite difference errors 

B.1 Introduction 

Formulae are hsted for the n-point elementary symmetric functions e. III terms of the dis-

placements <>. = x. - X, and for the first four error terms in the fimte drlference operators 

Dd[t] that nnmic the d'th derivative of a function f(x) at a reference positIOn X (see ap-

penrnx A) 

B.2 One-point formula 

Elementary symmetric functIOns 

(B.I) 

Error terms (Taylor senes): 

234 
Do[fl- f(x) = et/'(x) + i f"(x) + i f(3) (X) + ;~ f(4) (X) +... . (B.2) 

B.3 Two-point formulae 

Elementary synnnetric functIOns' 

(B 3) 
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B.4 Three-point formulae 

Error tenus. 

Do[j] - I(x) 

(B 4a) 

Dd/] - f'(x) 

(BAb) 

B.4 Three-point formulae 

Elementary symmetnc functIOns-

Error terms_ 

Do[j] - I(x) 

(B.6a) 

D1[/] - f'(x) 

(B 6b) 

D2[f] - !" (X) 

(B 6c) 
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B.5 Four-point formulae 

B.5 Four-point formulae 

Elementary symmetric functIOns· 

Error terms: 

Do[fl- f(x) 

D,[fl- f'(x) 
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B.6 Five-point formulae 

B.6 Five-point formulae 

Elementary symmetric funCtIOns. 

"'1 + "'2 + "'3 + "'4 + "'5, (B 9a) 

es 

Error terms 

Do[f]- f(x) 

DM]-!'(x) 

D2 (f] - f" (X) 

~f(5)( ) + e1e5 f (6)( ) + (e~ - e2)e5 f (7)( ) 
120 X 720 X 5040 X 

(e~-2ele2+e3)e5 (8)( ) 
+ 40320 j x+ .. , 

(B 9b) 

(B-9c) 

(B-9d) 

(B-ge) 

(B-lOa) 

2 
_ e4 f(5)( )_ e1e4-e5f(6)( )_ ele4-eles-e2e4f(7)( ) 

120 X 720 X 5040 X 

e~e4 - e~e5 - 2ele2e4 + e2e5 + e3q
f (8)( ) _ (B lOb) 

40320 X .. , 
2 

e3 f
(5)( )+ e,e3 -e4 j (6)( )+ e,e3-e,e4-e2e3+eSf(7)( ) 

60 X 360 X 2520 X 
3 2 2 + 2 e,e3 - e,e4 - ele2e3 ele5 + e2q + e3 f (8) ( ) (B 10 ) + 20160 X + ... , . C 

2 2 + _ e2 f(5)( ) _ el e2 - e3f(6)( ) _ e,e2 - ele3 - e2 e4 f (7)() 
20 X 120 X 840 X 

e~e2-e~e3-2e,~~:oe,e4+2e2e3-e5f(8)(x)_ ... , (B-10d) 

= e1f
(5)() e~-e2f(6)() e~-2e,e2+e3f(7)() 

5 X + 30 X + 210 X 

et - 3e~e2 + 2e,e3 + e~ - e4f(8)( ) 
+ 1680 X + 

(B toe) 
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C.2 Derivation in one dimension 

stability cntena This sectIOn proves that the problem is equivalent to the conditIOns. 

(a ~ 0 and 2a + f3 :;;; 0 and f32 - 40')' :;;; 0) 

or (a ~ 0 and 2a+f3 ~ 0 and a+f3+')' ~ 0). 

(C.la) 

(C.lb) 

The veracity of the mequahtlCs (C 1 b) proVIdes relaxed conditions that are sufficient m . 
solving the problem, whilst bemg !mear in the coefficients (and therefore simple to apply) 

This makes (C lb) particularly SUItable for stability calculations of the fonn described. 

Proof. A quadratIc equation has three degrees of freedom, that as well as being interpreted 

as the coefficients a, f3 and ')' multlplymg increasing powers of (, can also be mterpreted in 

a geometncal manner by writmg the equation in the fonn ')'(( -XI)(( -X2). Thus It is clear 

that')' denotes a scalar factor/onentatJon along WIth two, pOSSibly equal, real or complex 

roots XI.2 • The roots are given by XI.2 = -tJ±~, with Xl takIng the negative sign. 

For real roots, and when ')' ~ 0, then Xl :;;; X2 so that Xl is the left-most root. With')':;;; 0 

the situatIOn is reversed and Xl is to the right. Since the two quadratic representatIOns are 

eqUIvalent, the problem IS solved by consideration of the second fonn of the quadratic for 

its ease of geometrical interpretation. 

Figure C 1 shows generic examples of all four cases of quadratic equatIOn that satisfy 

the problem. These are fOUlld by consideration of the degrees of freedom that affect the 

solutIOn, I e. the orientation and position of the roots relative to the mterval 0 :;;; ( :;;; 1 

The proof is thus reduced to enumerating these cases and shOWIng their equivalence to the 

conditions (C.la,b) 

Consider the four cases in turn: 

Case A COnsists of two imagmary roots, so that the dlscnmmant f32 - 40')' :;;; 0 (for ease 

of proof tins also mcludes the case of zero dlScrimmant with two equal real roots). Smce the 

quadratic is restricted to the upper half of the plane, the quadratic is non-negative for all 

( and thus in particular for ( = 0 so that a ~ O. Conversely, with the quadratic restricted 
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C.2 Derivation in one dimension 

Figure C l' Quadratic cases 

to one half plane, if '" ;;, 0 then the quadratic is non-negative at ( = 0 and hence must be 

case A 

Case B consists of two (possibly equal) real roots, with discrimmant rJ2 - 4"'1 ;;, 0 That 

the quadratic pomts upwards IS equivalent to 1 ;;, 0 The final characteristic of case B is 

that the right-most root X2 is before the left of the interval 0 .;; ( .;; 1 at ((kl ) = 0 so that 

X2 .;; ((kl) = O. 

Case C consists of two (possibly equal) real roots, With discriminant f32 - 4"" ;;, 0 The 

quadratic points upwards and as before this is equivalent to 1 ;;, O. The left-most root Xl 

is beyond the right of the interval 0 .;; ( .;; 1 at ((k2) = 1 so that Xl ;;, ((k2) = 1 

Case D consists of two (possibly equal) real roots, With discnminant f32 - 4"" ;;, O. The 

quadratic pomts downwards so that 1 .;; O. The roots straddle the mtervai 0 .;; ( .;; 1 so 

that the left root X2 .;; ((kl) = 0 and the right root Xl ;;, ((k2) = 1. 
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C.2 Derivation in one dimension 

The converses of all cases follow simply so that equalIty exists. To summarise. 

Case A <* (32 - 4cry'::; 0 and 0< ~ 0, (C.2a) 

CaseB 
2 -(3+..)(32-40."( 

(C.2b) <* (3 - 40<"( ~ 0 and "( ~ 0 and X2 = .::; 0, 
2"( 

CaseC <* 
-(3 - "';(32 - 40<"( 

(32-40<"(~Oand"(~OandxI= 2"( ~l, (C2c) 

CaseD <* 
-(3 + "';(32 - 4cry 

(32-40<"(~Oand"('::;Oandx2= 2"( '::;0 

-(3 - -../ [J2 - 40."( 
and Xl = 2"( ~ L (C 2d) 

With mathematical descnptions of the four cases in place, in terms of the coefficients 0<, 

(3 and ,,(, It is left to show the eqwvalence of the inequalitIes (C 2ard) to the condItIOns 

(C.la,b). 

Proposztwn It WIll be shown that each of the four cases A, B, C and D implIes the 

inequalIties (C.la,b). 

Case A (C.2a) It IS gIven that 0< ~ 0 and (32 - 40."( .::; O. 

Consider the case when 20< + (3 .::; 0 Then (C. la) is immediately satisfied 

ConSIder the case when 20. + (3 ~ O. Then 0< ~ 0 and (32 - 40."( .::; 0 imply "( ~ 0 

AddIng to each side of the dIscriminant condition yields (32 - 4a"( + 4(3"( + 4"(2 .::; 4(3"( + 4"(2 

and rearrangIng to complete the square gives «(3 + 2"()2 .:;; 4"(0. + (3 + "() The left side is 

non-negative, so the right sIde must also be non-negative. Since "( ~ 0 then 0< + (3 + "( ~ 0, 

which ImplIes (C.lb) 

Case B (C.2b). It IS given that "( ~ 0, (32 - 40<"( ~ 0 and X2 = -iJ+~ .:;; 0 

The denominator of X2 is posItive so that the numerator must be negatIve. Then 

-../(32 - 40<')' .:;; {3 so that (3 ~ O. The condItIOns ')' ~ 0 and (32 - 4cry ~ 0 imply that 

0< ~ O. With all coefficients non-negative then 20< + (3 ~ 0 and 0< + (3 + "( ~ 0 which gives 

(C lb). 

Case C (C 2c): It is given that ')' ~ 0, (32 - 40."( ~ 0 and Xl = -iJ-~ ~ L 
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C.2 Derivation in one dimension 

The denommator of Xl is positIve so that 2, + (3 :;:;; _";(32 - 4a, and then 2, + (3 :;:;; 0 

Since , :;;, 0 then (3 :;:;; o. Squanng both negat.ve sides of 2, + (3 :;:;; -..; {J2 - 4a, gives 

4,2 + 4fh + (32 = 4,(a + (3 + ,) ;;. f32 - 4a, :;;, 0 Smce,;;' 0 then a + (3 +, ;;. 0 W.th 

2, + (3 :;:;; 0 then -2, - (3 :;;, 0 Adding tins to 2a + 2(3 + 2, :;;, 0 gives 2a + (3 :;;, 0 winch 

yields (C.1b). 

Case D (C 2d): It is given that, :;:;; 0, (32 - 4a, :;;, 0, Xl = -f3+YF :;:;; 0 and 

-fJ-.JiF40 
X2= 2~ :;;'1 

The denominator of Xl is negatIve so that ";(32 - 4"" ;;. (3. Both Sldes are non-negative 

so that squaring them gives (32 - 4a, ~ (32. Thus 4a, :;:;; 0 so that a ;;. O. The denommator 

of X2 is negatIve so that (3 + 2, :;;, _";(32 - 4a,. Smce,:;:;; 0 then triVlally (3 :;;, (3 + 2, 

Combining these inequallties gives ";(32 - 40:, :;;, (3 ;;. (3 + 2, ;;. _";(32 - 4"" so that 

1(3 + 2,1 :;:;; ";(32 - 4a,. Both sides are positive so that upon squaring f32 + 4f2 + 4(3, :;:;; 

(32 - 4O!f. Rearranglllg gives 4,(a + (3 + ,) :;:;; 0 so that a + (3 +, :;;, 0 since, :;:;; 0 Then 

0: + (3 +, :;;" so that a + (3:;;' 0 and finally 2a + (3:;;' 0 smce a ;;. 0 which yields (C.1b). 

Converse The final part of the proof is to show that (C 1a,b) implies one of the cases 

A, B, CorD. 

The inequality (C.1b) is split into two cases so that (C.1a,b) become: 

(a ;;. 0 and 2a + (3 :;:;; 0 and (32 - 4a, :;:;; 0) 

or (a;;' 0 and 2a + (3 :;;, 0 and 0: + (3 + , ;;. 0 and (32 - 4"" :;:;; 0) 

or (a:;;' 0 and 20: + (3:;;' 0 and 0: + (3 +, :;;, 0 and (32 - 4"" ;;. 0). 

(C.3a) 

(C.3b) 

(C.3c) 

The two mequallties (C 3a,b) both imply case A (C.2a). This leaves the inequallty (C.3c) 
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C.2 Derivation in one dimension 

winch is spht mto three cases. 

((C.3c) and (3:;;' 0 and -y:;;' 0) 

or ((C.3c) and (3 <>: 0 and -y :;;. 0) 

or ((C 3c) and -y <>: 0). 

These conditions (C 4arc) are examined in turn in the following three cases: 

(CAa) 

(CAb) 

(CAc) 

Case 1 (C 4a): a :;;. 0 and -y :;;. 0 so that 4a-y :;;. 0 and thus {32 - 4a-y <>: {32. Both 

Sides are the squares of posItive quantities so, on takmg the square-root, .J {32 - 4a-y .;;; {3 

Rcarrangmg and dividmg by the positive value 2-y gives X2 = -fl+~ <>: 0 so that all 

the conditions for case B (C 2b) are satisfied. 

Case 2 (CAb): {32 - 4a-y :;;. 0 immediately gives 4a-y <>: {32. 2a + {3 :;;. 0 and {3 <>: 0 imply 

that 2a{3+{32 <>: 0 so that {32 <>: -2a{3. Combining these inequalities gives 4a-y <>: {32 <>: -2a{3 

so that 4a-y .;;; -2a{3. Dlvidmg through by 2a :;;. 0 yields 2-y + {3 <>: o. 

The inequalities a + {3 + -y :;;. 0 and -y :;;. 0 imply 4a-y + 4{3-y + 4-y2 + {32 ;;. {32 so that 

after rearrangmg and completmg the square then {32 - 4a-y <>: (21' + (3)2. Smce 2-y + {3 <>: 0 

then takmg the square-root imphes .J {32 - 4a-y .;;; 121' + {31 = -(2-y + (3) Rearranging and 

diViding by the pOSitive value 2-y gives Xl = -fl-~ ;;. 1 so that the conditions for 

case C (C. 2c) are satisfied 

Case 3 (CAc) a:;;' 0 and l' .;;; 0 Imply 4a-y <>: 0 so that {32 <>: {32 - 4a-y. On taking 

the square-root then .J {32 - 4a-y :;;. 1f3\ and smce 1f3\ :;;. {3 then .J {32 - 4a-y :;;. {3 After 

rearranging and dIVIding by 21'';;; 0 then X2 = -fl+~ <>: o. 

With a+ {3+1' ;;. 0 and -y <>: 0 then 4a-y + 4{31'+ 41'2 + {32 <>: {32 and, after rearrangmg and 

completing the square, (21' + {3j2 <>: f32 - 4a-y. Taking the square-root gIVes .J {32 - 4a1' ;;. 

121' + {31 :;;. -(21' + (3) Rearrangmg and diVldmg by 21' <>: 0 gives Xl = -fl-~ :;;. 1, 

completing the conditions for case D (C 2d). 0 
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C.3 Geometrical interpretation 

C.3 Geometrical interpretation 

Geometrically the condItion (C Ib) can be interpreted as shown in figure (C.2) The value 

of the quadratic at ( = 0 (pomt A) and at ( = 1 (paint C) must both be non-negatIve 

and the tangent through ( = 0 and ( = 1 evaluated at their mtersectlon at ( = ! (pomt 

B) must also be non-negative. The remaining condItion (C la) consists of those quadratIcs 

WIth imaginary roots that have negative values at pomt B. 

Proof The value of the quadratic a + {J( + 7(2 evaluated at ( = 0 IS a so the inequahty 

a ~ 0 states that this value must be non-negatlve. Sllnilarly, evaluatmg the quadratic at 

(= 1 gives the value a + {J + 7 whtch also must be non-negative by (C 1b) 

The tangent to the quadratIc a + {J( + 7(2 at ( = (0 is gIven by 

(C 5) 

This intersects WIth the tangent at (= (1 when ({J+27(oK +a-7(6 = ({J + 27(I)( +"-7(£ 

i e at the midpomt ( = ! «0 + (1). The condItion 2" + {J ~ 0 # a + ~ ~ 0 IS of the form 

(C 5) with ( = ! and (0 = 0 and thus implies that the tangent through the points ( = 0 

and ( = 1, meeting at ( = !, must be non-negative. 

, 

Ftgure C.2· Geometrical interpretation of (C.1b) 
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C.4 Application to two and three dimensions 

For (C la), the dIscnminant Implies that the quadratics have imagmary roots. With a 

Similar argument as above, the condition 20< + {3 ~ 0 further reduces the set of quadratics 

to those that have a negative value at the intersection at ( = ! formed by the tangents to 

the quadratic at ( = 0 and ( = 1. 0 

C.4 Application to two and three dimensions 

Consider a quadratic inequality over three dimensions, 

al + ":2(1 + a3(f + (a4 + as(1 + a6(f)(2 + (a7 + a8(1 + a9m (~ 

+ [alO + an(l + a12(f + (a13 + a14(l + alSm (2 + (a16 + a17(l + a18m (~l (3 

+ [a19 + a20(1 + a21(f + (a22 + a23(1 + a24m (2 + (a2S + a26(1 + a27m (~l (i ;;. 0, 

(C 6) 

With 0 ~ (1,(2,(3 ~ 1. A triVlal suffiCIent solutIOn is to require all the coefficlCnts aJ , 

J = 1, ... ,27 to be non-negative, but in practice tills IS too severe a requirement that does 

not YIeld useful conditions for stabilIty. 

Instead, (C.lb) IS applied repeatedly to give a set of 27 inequalJtJes, which if all satisfied 

prove suffiCIency of the inequality (C.6). The non-hnear condItIOn (C la) is not required m 

proving sufficiency 

Frrst, (C 6) is wntten in the fonn a + {3(3 + ,(1 ;;. 0 where 

(C.7a) 

{3 alO + all (1 + a12(f + (al3 + a14(1 + als<:D (2 + (a16 + a17(1 + a18(D d, (C 7b) 

, al9 + a20(1 + a21(r + (a22 + a23(1 + a24<:D (2 + (a2S + a26(1 + a27(D d, (C.7c) 

so that (C.lb) is directly apphcable. Tills gives three mequalities, each of which is agam 

quadratic, of the fonn a + {3(2 + ,(i ;;. 0 (reusing the notation a, fJ and ,). Thus (C.lb) 
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C.4 Application to two and three dimensions 

can be applied again rurectly to yield nine mequalIt,es. The final step involves inequalItIes 

of the form or+ P(, +')'(r ;;, 0 so that (C.lb) is agaIn apphcable, resultmg m 27 inequalItIes. 

Thus a complicated non-linear inequality is reduced to a series of 27 mequalities Each 

mequalIty is linear and of the form' 

(C 8) 

The coefficIents TJ are hsted in table C.l (with dashes correspondmg to zero) 

The first three inequalities are sufficient conrutions for the lD inequalIty a, + a2(, + 

(C.9a) 

(C9b) 

(C 9c) 

These are the suffiCIent conditIOns (C.lb) Similarly, the first mne inequalIties correspond 

to the 2D case with (3 = 0 
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C.4 Application to two and three dimensions 

I:!: I: I; I: I: I: I: I: I: I: I: I: I: I: I: I: I: I: I: I: I: I: I: I: I: I: I: 1 
4 2 - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
5 4 2 - 2 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
6 2 2 2 1 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
7 1 - - 1 - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
8 2 1 - 2 1 - 2 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
10 2 - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
11 4 2 - - - - - - - 2 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
12 2 2 2 - - - - - - 1 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
13 4 - - 2 - - - - - 2 - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
14 8 4 - 4 2 - - - - 4 2 - 2 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
15 4 4 4 2 2 2 - - - 2 2 2 1 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -
16 2 - - 2 - - 2 - - 1 - - 1 - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - -
17 4 2 - 4 2 - 4 2 - 2 1 - 2 1 - 2 1 - - - - - - - - - -
18 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - - - - - - - - -
19 1 - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - -
20 2 1 - - - - - - - 2 1 - - - - - - - 2 1 - - - - - - -
21 1 1 1 - - - - - - 1 1 1 - - - - - - 1 1 1 - - - - - -
22 2 - - 1 - - - - - 2 - - 1 - - - - - 2 - - 1 - - - - -
23 4 2 - 2 1 - - - - 4 2 - 2 1 - - - - 4 2 - 2 1 - - - -
24 2 2 2 1 1 1 - - - 2 2 2 1 1 1 - - - 2 2 2 1 1 1 - - -
25 1 - - 1 - - 1 - - 1 - - 1 - - 1 - - 1 - - 1 - - 1 - -
26 2 1 - 2 1 - 2 1 - 2 1 - 2 1 - 2 1 - 2 1 - 2 1 - 2 1 -
27 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Table C.1: Coefficients of the mequahties CC 8) 
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D.2 Derivation 

Each equation is of the fonn 

a.G._l + b.G. + e.G.+! = d., ~ = 1, ... , N , (D.2) 

With al = eN = 0 The first equation is wntten as 

(D 3) 

Substituting tlus into the next equation gives a relation m terms of G2 and G3 and so on, 

yieldmg, in general, the relation 

G. + a.G.+! = f3., ~ = 1, .. , N - 1, (Do4) 

or, equivalently, 

G._I + a._IG. = f3.-I, i = 2, ... ,N. (D 5) 

Thus knowledge of a., f3. and G. allows previous values G._I to be calculated in a sweep 

back through the system. Insertmg the fonn (D 5) mto (D.2) removes G._I to give 

(D 6) 

for ~ = 2, ... , N. Comparmg (D 4) With (06) gives the relations 

(0.7) 

so that a. and f3. can be calculated iteratively in a sweep forwards through the system. The 

imtial values al and f31 are found by comparing (03) to (004) WIth, = 1 so that 

(D.8) 
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D.3 Summary 

When, = N, (D.1) and (D 7) gtve DiN = 0 so that 

(D 9) 

and thus the final value eN seeds the backwards sweep 

D.3 Summary 

The process of solvmg a tri-diagonal system involves the steps· 

• Calculate a1 and rh using (D 8). 

• Sweep forwards, calculatmg a. and P. for, = 2, ... ,N WIth (D 7). 

• Calculate CN using (D.9) 

• Sweep backwards, calculatmg C. for, = N - 1, .. ,1 WIth the relatIOn (D.4). 
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